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. Sensitive points. 
A. Witte/Hamburg. 

After a year's arl:> it in astrology, one becomes in:imer- again 
-In all charts, the aspects of the current planets have an effect on the radix 
positions, even if the person is over 60 years old. 

In the course of 60 years the point of Aries will have gone uugefahr 
around' l degrees rilckwarts, nevertheless the aspect with the Radixplanets 
works almost on the arc minute.  From this one makes the experience that it is 
not the positions of the planets, but the position of the planets. The position of 
the planets, but the position in the magnetic fields, which are formed by the 
position of the earth's axis in relation to the earth's orbit, is decisive. 
.  The axial plane of the Earth's magnet intersects the ecliptic/'the Earth's 
orbit around the Sun at the Cancer and Capricorn points; the 



r, 

... 

The great circle of revolution of the earth intersects the ecliptic at the points 
of Libra and Aries. The North Pole of the earth is iril June, the South Pole in 
December inclined to the sun; thence the signs Cancer and Aries get the same 
position in the ecliptic. 

. 1;1nd Gemini more -polar properties of the ,North Pole and the signs Capricorn and 
Schiltze more the polar properties of the Earth's South Pole. 

If the Sun is rising from Capricorn to Cancer, the Earth's northern 
hemisphere receives the pressure of positive magnetism; if the Sun is 
descending from Cancer to Capricorn, the southern hemisphere receives the 
pressure of positive magnetism. Therefore, all the signs of the zodiac are to be 
valued magnetically differently; the zodiac is a circular line of the plane of the 
Sun through the magnet of the Earth. 

Since the signs of the zodiac do not belong to the fixed starry heavens, 
but are only designations for the various types of the earth's magnetism 
we have it on the ecliptic with polar e.igehschaften 
the degrees of the zodiac signs. , 

...The oppositions are polarized, ebei}falls the mirror points to the 
aquinoctial line Aries-Varius. Thus, for example, 11° Water is an antipole to 
11° Lowe, to l90 Taurus and 19° Scorpio, -because both points have the same 
position in longitude to o0 Aries and o0 Libra. . - .. 

The mirror plane in the magnetic zodiac is the Aquinoctial line between 
the Aries and Libra points. 

The globe is further polarized <by the sun- through 
. the pos1tive current sent by the Sun <through the Earth, which' produces in the 

Earth a magnetic field whose lines of force are concentric circles and whose 
planes are perpendicular to the conductor of current (according to the theorem 
of Biot and Savart).  The conductor of current in this case is the gravitational 
line earth-sun. - - 

These concentric circles intersect the ecliptic at equal distances from the 
sun. A polarization <by light> can be observed very easily with a round opal; 
the side of the opal facing away from the light always shows the 
complementary color of the stone. 

If the sun is in 0° degree Capricorn, the polarization by the sun coincides 
with the polarization of the magnet earth. 

As the sun passes through the signs of the zodiac the 
- various signs a mixture of the polariflit per earth as well as the polatisaHon caused 

by the sun -- . .y_ird. 
i ~ The sun in progress can be related to 0° Capricorn by the coincidence 
of the two polarities, only now the distance of l --30 degrees from the sun 
must be taken into account, going with the 'animal' signs. Thus up to 30° is 
Capricorn magnetism and from 50-60° Aquarius magnetism and so on. If 
the Sun is in 23° 42' Taurus, so is_t to 23° 42'. Gemini there is Capricorn 
magnetism, and there is a mixture of the polarities of Gemini and 
Capricorn. 
t "- The mirror plane, clie balancing positive and negative 
Magnetism, lies in the Quradrature of the sun, in this case 23° 42'. 
Lowe and 23° 42' Aquarius on the ecliptic line.- 
i -- - The position of the earth's axis in relation to the earth's orbit causes the 
different polarities of the signs of the zodiac; at a birth the axis of the 
horoscope is the line which passes from the place of birth through the middle 
point of the earth. 
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This meridian plane - intersects the aqtiator - in the upper,en and 

of the lower culmination; the zenith or midthimrnel stands to the greatest 
Umdr . -  J -reis, which also intersects the aquator at two points, i-echtw'.
 ... - 

_ .. " i :aligns rnith the earth in geo_graphical latitude 
a day> '{tteioem circuit parallel ..to the aquator about the earth's axis; thus - is--.. 
the. The orbit of the place _ is to be equated with the aquotor and the 
The lines of intersection of the fields lie at a distance of 30 deg. These 
fields are equally polarized on the line of the aquator; only the midheaven or 
the place of birth on the earth shows the polarity of the geographical latitude, 
because the earth is a magnet, -_ and the position of the meridian in relation to 
the sun in r ctascension indicates the degree of polarization;  If the 
meridian is less t h a n  l80° distant, the polarization is to be found in the signs 
Capricorn to Gemini; if it is more than 180° distant, the polarization is to be 
sought in the signs Cancer to Sagittarius. The place Harn burg - 
53° 33' north latitude - is now on the ecliptic in the same degree from the 

.cjJi<lder- or balance point at on the northi'f semicircle to cancer 

%'z'ri, therefore the polarity of this place is either 23° 33' Taurus f ocier 6° 27' 
Lowe. The opposite pole is found 23° 33:- Scorpio and 6° 27' Wa.ssermagn.
 . 

The places on the northern hemisphere of the earth are on the arc Aries 
over Cancer to Libra; -the places_ on the southern hemisphere of the earth are to 
be found from Libra over Capricorn to Aries. 

The more northerly in latitude a man is born... The more northward in 
latitude a man is born, the greater are the polar opposites which connect him 
with the earth. The similarity in polarity between the signs of the zodiac is 
found in the division of the first vertical, the circle,  which connects the zenith 
with the intersection of the aquator. 
From the nadir to the western aquator, the signs Capricorn to Pisces are to be 
found. 

. The point of birth on the ecliptic in the geocentric system lies in the 
lowering of the gravitational line sun-earth and leads with the earth in the 
days after birth an eastward movement around the sun, - an analogy to the 
place of birth around the earth axis. At the moment of birth the body takes 
up the same irradiation of the earth in the course a r o u n d  the sun as a 
fixed crystallization in sicq, and 
is 9this geocentric stan.d. of the heavenly bodies to the sun and. in, the elec- 
tric fields of the earth !l)a8giving-. __ . _ 

The continuous earth--in days after birth--takes this position of the sun with 
it and thereby creates a difference of arc with the first crystallization. -The 
difference in length is called the solar arc, and these new positions of the planets 
are regarded as having been created by the sun in the days after the day of birth. 

. pushed. These advanced planets retain these latitudes in relation to the ecliptic 
as at birth and form new declinations in relation to the radix planets, which are 
extremely important for the prognosis. 

_are. 
Now bnnman from the gravitational line earth-sun _ and from the 

The electric fields, starting from the motion, are - similar to the Meri-_ 
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dian horoscope.- denote with the numbers X to IX. and these fields are to 
be evaluated similarly as the houses of the meridian. The houses I to VII 
face the Sun and cover the apex of the meridian. 
IV. House with the position of the radix Sun. The difference of the Hauser in 
Lange is 30. arc degrees each. 

The Earth's axis has an only slightly different inclination to the 
Earth's orbit around the Sun. If one considers the North Pole as the 
midheaven of the body Earth and the axis North Pole,South Pole as the 
gravitational line of the Earth's horoscope, then in the orbit around the 
center of the Sun are the 
, magnetic fields of the earth horoscope the zodiacal signs of the ecliptic and is fi.ir 

the northern hemisphere of the earthc the Aries the VII house, the Capricorn the, 
IV, the Libra the I  and the Cancer the X house. House of this horoscope. 

For the hemisphere the signs of the zodiac are reversed and Virgo is I, 
Gemini is IV and Pisces is VII. IV., Pisces VII. and Sagittarius the. 

X. House of the earth horoscope. 
- These magnetic fields act on the body of the earth and thus also on the person 
born on this body; therefore the positions of the planets in this horoscope are 
similar to those in the horoscope of the Sun, which is in the fourth house, and 
to the horoscope of the person born, in which the first vertical is divided i n t o  
12 parts from the zenith and the aquator from the meridian. 

These points of the various horoscopes - earth horoscope IV house 
Capricorn, solar horoscope VI house Sun in the radix, meridian horoscope. 
X. House - place of birth, and the horoscope of the ascendant - have great 
importance for 
 t
he calculation of sensitive points. _ 

The point of Aries, the apex of the VII house of the earth's horoscope, is the 
zero point of the ecliptic, and from this all the positions of the planets are 
determined.  If one wishes to bring all systems into the same form, one must either 
calculate from the gravitational line X_:....IV, Earth, to the Sun, Cancer to 
Capricorn, and quadrature Ascendant to quadrature Descendant, or one must take 
the Earth horoscope from the Aries point, the horoscope of the Ascendant from the 
Descendant, and the meridian and solar horoscopes from the quadrature of the Sun 
and from the quadrature of the IVth house. 

Better is -it already, it will- the first two of the IV. House 
and the last from the Descendant and Aries points, since the points of the last 
two are the quadrants. 

The common point for two planets without regard to any 
gravitational lines is the half sum = the mirror junction, also called 
opposition.  As an example, M rs and Saturn for May 14. 1879, 11 o'clock 
in the evening in Hamburg.  X -- 9° 53' 
Scorpio, A.= 1° 24' Capricorn, Sun= 230 42' Sti i, Moon = 14° 37' 
Pisces, Mercury = 28°.03' Aries, Venus= 1° 01' Cancer, Mars= l 1° 57' 
Pisces, Jupiter= 9o 12' Pisces, Saturn= 11°31' Aries, Uranus.= 0°07' 
Virgo, Neptune = 10° 07' Taurus, Ascending Moon Node 28° 15' 
Capricorn, Descending Moon Node = 28° 15' Cancer. - 

Mars 11° 5 7' .Pisces 11° 31' Aries :-- 
353

; 
28

' = 176° 44' -= 
Mars/Saturn 26° 44' Virgo and a° <1I 1j 26° 44' Pisces. The line between Mars 
and Saturn is considered the mirror plane. 
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If the earth chart is now taken and points are added to the Ascendant 
or Descendant, one has had the point fiir death either Saturn to Mars+ A., 
or Mars to Saturn+ A., or the opposition of these points when the 
Descendant is added. 

Saturn: Mars+ Descendant in the earth chart is then 3300 26' + 360°'. 
= 0° 26' }(; Mars: Satum+ D. in the earth horoscope is 'then 29°_34' + 360°. 

= 29° 34' 'T' or Mars+ D. - Saturn = o0 26'. Pisces and Saturn D. 
- Mars = 29° 34' 'T'. 

So if we look at the crystallization of the platitudes of the radix chart 
with the meridian, the ascendant, the Aries and Capricorn points 

- If we draw the degrees gem on a round disk, and have recorded the same 
crystallization on another sheet of paper, and now place each planet on the 
Aries point outside, we get two points for each arc of two planets. Now, after 
all the arcs have been d r a w n ,  let us place the sun of the inner disc on the 
Aries point, and all the points will relate to the position of the sun from the 
Aries point. 

If an orad bow is taken for the inner disc. Oradbogen taken and the 
. If the Sun's position is in Aries, the outer points indicate the positions in the 

ecliptic on the inner arc of the orad. Sun position = 23° 42' Taurus. We then 
have - - 

Saturn: Mars Sun -:--- 24° 08' Aries. Mars: 
Saturn+ Sun= 23° 16' Gemini. 

The states of the arcs from Sun radix also give the relation with the radix 
Suns around the progressive Suns of other persons and are always drawn the 
found planets.  The IV.. House Radix was 90 53' Taurus, the Ascendant was 
1° 24' Capricorn. 

Saturn: Mars IV=10°  19' Aries, 
Mars: Saturn- IV=9° 27' Gemini. 

- Saturn: Mars A. = 1° 50' Schiitze. 

Mars: Saturn . A,. o- 58' Aquarius; 
The running planets on the day of death, August 3 - 1912, noon 

1:15 min were: Neptune 24° 11' Cancer, Uranus us 1° 06' Aquarius, 
Saturn 2° 27' Gemini, Jupiter _5° 33' Scilts, Mars 10° 49' Youngfi:au, 
Venus 18° 39' Lowe, M.erkur 5° 32' Virgo, Moon 9° 37' Aries, Sun 
100 46' Lowe, rising lunar node. 15° 42' Aries, X lfd. = Uranus 
r. =. 00-01- Virgo,. descending lunar node progressed = 06 06" Virgo. Ascendant lf. 
square Sun lf. 100 46' Scorpi9n, Uranus radix= o0 07' Virgo, UraJ;IUS progr. 
=0°47' Virgo, Mercury pr.= 23°14' Gemini. cJ' 1j - 0 ::::.,- 9° -6- Capricorn:  -_ . 
- - 

.  From the above compilations one can see - clearly that all points act 
from qen 4 gravity lines. f erner 

s. et 
noch 

erw. ah. nt : current S a. turn/Uran 

us= 

Saturn+ Uranus 
2 

-10 . 47-, Libra,. 

 
 

Saturn/Venus= 1oo.33- ®, Venus/Uranus= 9°-53' Scorpio d, X house radix- 
u d . Sun/Venus= 14° 43' Lowe Oppos. t - IV . (Saturn r. Mars r. - N r . ) Saturn r. Mars r. - A. r. = 22° 04' Gemini. Saturn 

advanced 130 22' Taurus quadrature t IV, t Sun v. = 
Square Saturn; Mars A. (d' A. - 1j ). 

°1 37' Pisces 

. In addition, the annual horoscope of the Earth Sun oo 00' Capricorn, 
1911,. showing Mars conjunct Sun radix and other points, such as: Sun-. 

= 
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1m. ts. erm. sse,M ondf "mst er. 

msse,B. 

ed eck ungend u. rch M ond 
etc. Man 

+Saturn 

:= 19° 14' Taurus, Sun r. + Sun progr. = 19° 14; Lowe, Sun r./Sun 

p. = 9°37'2 w-111-mge. X r. +x pr. = 21°37' 1'< vY. , Mars lfct. +saturn lfd.. 
2 

2i0 38'©.  And- the solar horoscope Sun= 23° 42' Taurus. in the year. 1912 
shows Venus conjunction. IV r., Saturn conjunction. Sun r., Jupiter 
conjunction. X v., 0 conj. A. v. etc. 

Now back to the mathematical determination of the points. 

Always 2 planetary positions are added (the Aries point, the X. 
house and the ascendant are to be treated as 
gfeichwertig). House and the Ascendant are- gfeichwertig to be 
treated) are added and 'a third stand. subtracted from the sum.  Therefore 
one can put: 
Mars + Saturn - Aries = Saturn + Mars -:- 23° 28' Pisces, Mars + 
Saturn -:--Sun = 29° 46' Steitibock, i.e. Sun: Mars+ Saturn and Sun: 
Saturn+ Mars. It is then the arc from the So f!e to the halite of the 
Su1T1me_ of Mars and Saturn equal to the arc from half the sum of Mars 
and Saturn to the point found, soa8 the point 290 46' Capricorn the mirror 
point - of the Sun radix- to the. Mirror plane Mars/Saturn. So if you 
want to find the mirror point of any planet from this mirror conjunction, 
add the two planets and subtract the third. Thus Mars r. + Saturn r . - Sun lfd. = 12-0 42' nt, Quadrature t 

- IV r. Mars lfd. +Saturn lfd. :_ Sun radix= 13° 16' Scorpio, Quadra- 

tur t IV r. . 
The annual horoscope .of December 22, 1911, shows thei Saturn= 

1.30 50' Bull. 
Mars+ Saturn - Sonqe r. = 14° 45' Taurus, Mars+ Saturn - Sun 

v. = 12° 54' Aries Conj. Saturn r. Lunar eclipse_ = 11 23' Aries Conj. Saturn r. 
11 31' Aries. . 

- Very easily !assed all existing-- points ai1f eiu stiick 
The first step is to draw a circle on the paper by placing an arc of degrees on 
the paper, drawing the radix stars and then, after removing the arc of degrees, 
placing a  round disc with the radix stars, the I, X or IV house and 1 Aries 
point on the arc in such a way that the centre is at the centre of the circle. 
house and 1 Aries point is placed on the arc in such a way that the centre is 
_can rotate around a tack. If now the Aries point of the nner round disk is placed 
on each. If now the Aries point of the inner round disc is placed on each star, and 
the points on the inner disc are at.if the papiet is furthergefi.ihrt, then one of these 
points is the sum of the planets of the inner disc and the 

. planets of the outer paper, on which the Aries point of the inner 
.disk points outward _ - . . 

If one puts the degree arc on the paper after finishing all the sums, 
the ram point of the degree arc shows the planet which is subtracted from 
the sum of two planets each time. For example: Sorine + Mars outside, Aries point inside on 

,.  Saturn outside, then Sun +Mars at 24o 08' Aries, Saturn + 

-Mars-Saturn= 1 IO57' Pisces = Mars rad. etc. 
About the point A+ D- Satutn went- on the day of death of 
lauJeude 

= 



Jupiter. 

In quadrature to the cusp of A+ 0 - Sun, Neptune - lfd. The most 
important thing is which planets to add and which to subtract. 
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In the present. Horoscope Sun 53° 42' Taurus with Neptim . 
- 10°-01' Taurus in conjunct in the death house Taurus of the Earth. The planet 

Mars is the omplementary planet of Neptune, therefore this is sub tracted to 
exclude dfo Sun. Sun+ Neptune-Mars-= 21°46'©, conj. Neptune lfd. 24° 11' 

®. Conj. Mars !fd. +s:turn lfd: 21b 38' ©. X before 

shifted square Jupiter r . Quadrature Mars r., behind it also Sun 
+ Neptune - Jupiter= 24° 31' ©. . 

I would like to make a special reference to the half sums of the planets, 
to the mirror conjunctions,  mainly to the passage of the progressive Sun (the 
Sun in days after birth) through these points, since these planets then always 
indicate the event. , 

In the horoscope -Kaiser Wilhelm's Sun pr. passed through Sun/ 
Uranus in 1914 and Sun Ud. opposition Uranus lfd. gave the day of 
declaration of war August 1, 19 l4. Mood: Uranus+ Sun, Sun: Saturn+ Sun 
also gave the day. . 

The running sun .takes with it di radix crystallization, soda.6 the solar 
arc .. of two planets added to the sun radix, indicates the day of the event.
 - " 

The system of the individual solar horciscopes interconnected, 
resembles the plant sundew, drosera rotundifolia, where the btatter with 
the gripping arms resembles the earth with the planetary stands and the 
stem of the leaves of the gravitational line earth-sun. 

- -  Now, since all men are born on different days and 
But if all are on the planet Earth, then those who actually come into contact 
with each other must also be brought into contact with each other, and this is 
done in the Earth horoscope by adding the radix suns of two persons and using 
them as a point - The height of the sum indicates the point which brought 
about the connection.  The day of separation is determined by the sum of the 
suns minus the position of the current sun. ' - 

With stronger. Connections, the tips of the X Hauser. 
is added and you get the relevant point 

In a person, the point is found when the radix Sun and the progressive 
Sun are added together; also when IV r. and IV p. are added together. -
 - 

In the present case() 9o _53' Taurus+ 11o 44' Gemini, -21° 37' ®, 
 

Conj. Mars/Saturn ongoing un_0,:,90 53' Taurus+ 11° 44' Gemini minus Sun.- ltd. 
I0° 46' Lowe = I o0il; Fisehe, oppos. Mars l f d . , conj. Jupiter, Marn. 

Ascendant r. + Ascendant v. minus Sun running = 271°24' + 303° 15' 
- I 30° 46' = 23° 53' Gemini, square Mars+ Saturn r. 23° 28' }(. 

Since the X. Since the X house is more than 180° from the Sun, the mirror 
point of 23° 42' Taurus= 6° 18' Lowe and also the point for Hamburg 6° 27' 

Lowe. .  . . 
The disease lasts 4 days from sun running 6° 20' l:owe to 

10° 46' Lowe. Black water fever, after a voyage from Lokaja (Togo, decHnation. 
of Mercury) died in Hamburg, Mercury and lunar node 'radix stood in □ to each 
other. , ' 
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'171-' - ' Leichie calculation 
of the declinations of advanced planets with 

the help of tables. 
A. Witte, Hamburg. 

At the moment of birth the planets form a solid crystallization with the 
position of the Sun, which remains the same throughout life. This includes 

the X house, the Ascendant and the Aries point. This crystallization is 
governed by the by the progressive Sun, that is, by the 

Sun in the days after birth, thus forming the 
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e planetary stlinde in the same prei1e as in the radix with the radix 
planets new states, which are called advanced. 

They also form new declinations and horizontal parallels with the radix 
planets, which are of great importance. 

The following is an easy way of calculating these levels. 
The direction lies on the ecliptic and is compared with the solar arc. 

made. 
Example: Planetary position on 14 May 1879, evening 11 o'clock, 
Hamburg. 

0-= 23°42'<:5, fr= l0O0l''d, Q-.=25°35':0- Decl. ." =+18°42', ,, +13°12-, "-20°31',, 

Latitude ,, =- 0° 00' , ,, - °1 43' , ,, + 0° -46' ,, 

The progressive sun was fiir August 3, 1912 = 25° l3' )(; the advanced 't1 = 
11° 52' )(. ?J v. = 00.06' llP. For the advanced 
11' soil the declination can be determined. 

In the table for right ascensions and declinations of 1-90° at the 
longitude of 71° 52' one finds 

the declination 22° 13' 
in Table 2 at 72° Long 2'. 

These are subtracted from the latitude = ° 1  43'. 

. - 0°02- = - 1°41' 

new declensions . . . . . . = + 20° 32' 
11 61r = 20° 31: 

The advanced 'J was o0 06'. rrp o Gri = 0° 07' trp, 0 running dec. 

- 20° 31'. The 0 r decl. = + 18° -42', lfd. = + 18° 42. 

Determination of the 0 arc when one planet 'for-,, 
is pushed: The formula is: 

• L" sin. J + sin. 13 cos. E; 
sm. ange cos. p sin. E. 

if both signs of o and fl are the same, subtract, 
if both signs of o and fl are unequal, they are added. 

With the help of the tables _'f is directed to ?Jr = 20°3 I' 
't' r= 10°011 'd p= l'-42'. 

. For the declination + 20° 31' the approximate ecliptic point is searched 
in table 1 = 1° 45' )(. Now {J is treated as declination and at approx. 62° in 
table the difference .searched = - 3' is subtracted from {J, 
gives 1040-; these are diered to 20°31' a'1,because p-=22°11', and from this 
declination the long is sought with tab e 1 = 11 38' )( 

't1r == 10° 0 l' 'd 

The diff. is the 0 arc = 31° 37'. - 

Added to the 0 radix gives the progressive sun position = 25° 19' )(. 

If the 0 arcs of the progressive0 are so plotted on squared paper as to 

show ¼. years in abscissae*), and the declinations advanced to them as 
ordinates,-*) the declinations of the 

*) i.e. in equal intervals from left to right. 

**) i.e. from a wagerrecht line the northern and sfidlichen declinations with a Ma6stab 
upward are plotted, the -Deklination with ............................................................................... , 
the +declension with denotes. 
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adix planets as well, one has a surprising overview of most of the main 

events. 
Since onlyr the same latitude to the ecliptic is a parallel to the ecliptic, 

one only needs to calculate the new declination from IO to IO years and add 
the differences of the declinations of the same longitude to the first found 
declination and following ones. 

 

I. 

Table of the ectascension and declension. 
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,  The length of a celestial body is: if {J .of the celestial body to be guided 

and the position of the radix are given, as well as the declination of the point to 
which the celestial body is to be guided. • I are'+sinp E 

sm = cos p s. mE . 

If both signs of rJ and {J are equal, subtract,. if both signs of o and fJ are not 
equal, add. 
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The ma@etic colors of the signs of the zodiac. 
, /fruJ- J-'/t,;/?r ... 'i,N1JtVpn A. Witte, Hamburg. 

'\-  The intersection The intersections of the earth's greatest circle 
of revolution about its axis with the earth's circle of revolution about the sun 
form two starting points of the magnetic fields. The magnet Earth has 
negative magnetism in the northern hemisphere and positive magnetism in 
the southern hemisphere, if we assume the mathematical formulation of 
Coulomb's law that an attractive force acts negatively and a repulsive force 
positively.  .. 

According to the statement of J-Ie!lsehenden, the blue _ needle of a 
boussole, which is directed to the north, shines blueish in a dark space; 
therefore the opposite magnetism must be red in the northern hemisphere, 
since only unlike poles attract one another. The color u then belongs 
to the south pole of the earth. 

The sun is to be regarded as the greatest magnet of our solar system. . 
The great circle of revolution of the sun intersects the ecliptic at about 15° 
Gemini and H,0 slits, so that in the days from June 5 to December 6 the earth is 
above, in the days before and after, and in the days before and after. 

The course of the planets around the sun shows that an electric current passes 
through the sun to the north pole of the ecliptic and that the earth's orbit is one of 
the many lines of force surrounding the sun. The lunar orbit shows the same for 

the planet Earth. The current goes from the north pole 
of the ecliptic of the ecliptic through the Earth to the North Pole of the 

Ek!iptik. 
Thus the Sun and the Earth have the same magnetic radiation in their 

northern and southern hemispheres; at 15° Virgo on September 5 lies the high 
point of the northern radiation of the Sun magnet, at 15° Pisces the high point 
of the southern radiation on March 5. The ascent of the Earth in d n radiations 

of the Sun proceeds from the 
Blue through white to red, the descent of the earth from red through yellow to 
blue. If the colors of the magnet sun are distributed equally over the signs of 
the animal circles, then 

golden yellow 15° dare indigo 15° Aries 
g e l b ,, Scorpio Ultramarine ,, Taurus 
yellowgrin ,, Schiitze purple ,, twins 
g r ii n ,, Capricorn Purour ,, Cancer 
blaugrlin ,, Aquarius r of ,, Lowe 
b I au ,, Fish orange-red ,, virgin. 

Now, however, the magnet earth again influences its fields according to 
its magnetism with the colors, if 0° Capricorn blue 

and oo crab are orange-red.  So there is still a mixture of 
magnetic colors take place. 
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There are the colors from 0° to oo of each sign fiir the magnet earth, as 
follows: 

yellowgrtin  o0 Aries 

g r ii n " Pisces 
grtin blue ,, water mcl:1il 
bl au ,, Capricorn 
Indigo ,, slots 
ultramarine ,, scorpion 

violet 
purple red 
orange 
red 
golden 
yellow g 
e I b 

oo dare 
,, Virgo 
,, Lowe 
,, Cancer 
,, twins 
,, bull. 

The colours of the Sun's magnet can have little effect on the colours of 
the Earth, since the declination of the Sun's equator is only about 6°, so that the 
main weight falls on the declination of the ecliptic of i3°27', and the colours 
are shifted only a little towards the R, towards Virgo, so that the colours could 
almost remain t h e  same if there were not a small inconsistency in the 
position of yellow in Taurus. 

According to the law of oscillation numbers mi.iBte g lb on the Aries 
points liegerf, since in the yellow the color blue and red trim, thus 
apparently indicating the boundary of positive and negative magnetism. 

If the mixing ratios are equally distributed 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1 among the 
signs, then Lowe - red, Protect - blue, Aries - yellow. red, Sagittarius 
- blue, Aries goat-yellow, Virgo - purple, Capricorn -
 blaugriin, Taurus - orange, Daring - violet, Aquarius - 
gri.in, Gemini. orange-red, Scorpio - indigo, Pisces - yellowgriin, 
Cancer - vermilion.    - 

According to Biot-Savart's law, spheres of force are arranged around 
the sun when <l> an electric current passes through it at right angles to the 
ecliptic. The lines of force emanating radially from the sun are positive, the 
opposite negative ones arrange themselves con centrically around the sun. 

If we assume that the sun is always emanating, i.e. that it emits no 
particles, then these will be arranged in the concentric forces according to their 
type of vibration. The coarse particles will remain nearer the sun, while the 
fine particles will migrate further away. 

A test may be made with lighted blotting-paper, by dabbing on it a drop 
of light black paint, containing all the colours. After the paper has dried, it will 
be found that the material particles are near the drop, and the ethereal ones 
h a v e  moved farther from the centre: around the drop, according to the 
capillarity of the paper, rings of colour have formed at harmonious intervals, 
and the reddish-brown ones lie close to the centre; then follow in spectral order 
all the colours up to lavender. 

In the same arrangement I imagine the planetary system. Will 
<lanach the planets with the colors designated, so had: 

Mercury red, Venus vermilion, Earth orange-red, Mars orange, the 
planetoids in their entirety yellow, Jupiter yellowgriin, Saturn grlin, 
Uranus blaugrlin and Neptune blue, the planets not yet discovered, 
such as Pluto-, calculated by Levevrier;J'indigo blue; then follow a 

violet and fJ lavender. 
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Whether the ultra Neptunian planets can be discovered at all with the 

Gaussian lenses according to this color chart is doubtful, probably one will 
need quartz lenses which still let through indigo and violet rays.  According to 
the following table of mixed colours for spectral colours by Helmholtz: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
when the colors are now associated with the planets: 

Neptune and Mars white,  Mercury and Jupiter golden, 
Jupiter and Mars white,  Mars and Jupiter yellow, Saturn 
and Mercury white yellow,  Mars and Uranus yellow, 
Jupiter and Neptune white,  Jupiter and Uranus white-grin, 
Saturn and Neptune blue-grin, Saturn and Uranus griin. 

The colors for Venus and Earth would have to be interposed, then Earth and 
Uranus would be Neptune, 'and Venus and Uranus Saturn complementary, 
which would fit very well with the influences of Neptune, Uranus and Saturn 
on Venus and Sun as opposition of Earth.  Venus with Jupiter - brand yellow 
would also fit very well. . 

However, for the interpretation of colors it is necessary to refer to the 
table published by Leadbeater and A. Besant in ::,Man and his Body" for the 
psychological effects of colors. 

The planets Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars will then come to stand in the 
signs from Aries to Virgo, the planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune in 
the signs Pisces is Libra. 

The sun and moon act on the earth and give it their aura or magnetic 
irradiation. - . 

The Sun acts in each degree of a sign in such a way that it mixes the 
polarity of Capricorn with the polarity of these degrees from the degree where 
it stands to the same degree of the next sign.  By as many degrees as the Sun 
departs from: 0° Capricorn. 
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The polarities of the individual degrees of the signs of the zodiac are 
intermixed by the same number of degrees. The same applies to the distance 
of the apex of the IV. House from the Sun. 

The ]\fond, as a reflector of the sun's rays, had the opposite polarity of 
the sun and its rays behave to those of the sun in that the waxing light emits 
reddish rays, the waxing moon yellowish and the waning moon bluish. 

If one wants to determine this influence according to the position of the 
moon to the sun, the planets Mercury to Mars will act in increasing position, 
the planets Jupiter to Neptune in decreasing position, depending on the 
distance in degrees from the sun. 

According to magnetism, the southern hemisphere belongs to the sun, 
the northern hemisphere to the moon. 

"'ill 
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Once again a or the horoscope of the 
/1 I) M f'.- // Exk!l,jsers. /!AI 

'fy',,-1/?t>r'" - By A.Witte, Hamburg:1/cryr 

When some astrology lovers met in Hamburg in 191 l in order not to 
forget the knowledge they had just learned, they also had to have a practice 
horoscope. 

It was decided to take the Emperor's horoscope. Through mediation we 
procured the minute of birth from the emperor's cabinet. 

After written communication, it was given to us as 11h 05m in the 
morning.  After making the correction, however, it turned out that the time of 
birth was lQh 07m in the morning. 

Whether there was a clerical error here, for the difference is exactly 
one hour, or whether the minute of the emperor's birth could not have been 
accurately determined, remains questionable. 

By assumption of previous birth-time of lQh 07m in the morning results 

but the picture is quite different from the assumption of the time of birth or the 
announcement of the birth nm 3h 30m in the afternoon. 

The planetary positions and house tops by unequal manner fiir lOh 07m 
forenoon of 27 January 1859 at Berlin, 52h 30' north latitude are as follows: 
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Points for death, illness or misfortune. 

lj + 'l' -d' = 12° 23 Q. d' + 'T' 
- l = 17° 37 TTL. 1j +0-
d' =19° 21 )(_ 
cJ' 0 - = 24° 35 t11'. 
1) + IV - d' = 19° 38 nt. 
d' IV - 1j = 5° 08 d. 
li + A - cJ' = 1 ° 48 rrp. 

d' A - 1j = 7° 02 I. 

The ungli.ick point A+ D - 0 = 6° 49 z:.-; coincides with the 0 radix and 
stands at the death of the father in cf 1j progressive 6° 48 Q, it is at the same time as 
ascension to the throne maBgebendend.  The planets and points form at the 
moment of -birth with the gravitational line Sun - Earth a solid crystallization, 
which is taken by the Earth in days after birth. 

This new planetary position, which can also be considered as being 
advanced by the progressive Sun, now forms an arc of difference on the 
ecliptic with the radix.  This arc, which is also formed by the 'radix sum and 
the progressive Sun, is called 0 Bg. 

In the present case, the following 0 sheets were relevant for different 
events: 

Milling 27. fehr. 1881 =8Bg.22° 22,0prg.20°20 ,8lfd. 9°04 K 
Death of the father 15 June 1888 = " 29° 42, , , 6°40 )-(, , , 24°44 )( Death of 
Bismarck 30 July 1898 = " 39° 51, , , 16°49 )-(, " 7o17 Q Assassination16 Nov 
1900 = , , 42° 08 , " 19°06 )-(, , , 23°42 nt 
Assassination March 6, 1901 = ,, 42° 32, ,, 19°30 )-(, ,, 15°15 )-( 
Death of mother5 . Aug. 1901 = ,, 42° 52, ,, 19°50 )-(, ,, 12°20 Q 
Hochzt.d.Tocht.24.Mai 1913= ,,54°23, ,, 1°211"', ,,1  2°41)( 
War declaration Aug. 1 , 1914 = " 55° 46, ,, 2°44 'T', ,, 8°22 Q 

Escape. Holland Nov. 9 ,  1918 = " 60° 02, ,, 7°00 'T', , 16° 27 nt 

The 0 carries the cf 1; therefore 0r 6° 58 
- 0 Bg. 29° 42 (death of father) =7° 16 "I;. 

The '.J) carries the cf 0, therefore '.J)r 24° 22 nt 
+ 0 Bg. 42° 52 (death of mother) =7° 14 Z. 

The middle. 7° 15 "I; is the X. House radix and has at 52° 30' northl. 

Latitude the ascendant 1 0 25 T. 

Now compare the points for death, disease and misfortune with the 
progressive and the running names. 

Death of father 0 prog. == 6° 40 )-(, d' + A - n , =7° 02-t. 

8 lfd. = 24° 44: )(, cJ' +0- n, = 24° 35Tll'. 
Death of mother 0prog.=19°50}-(, n,+0-d'=19°21)(. 

0 lid. = 12° 20 .Q., n, 'T' - d ' = 12° 23Q. 

Attentate0 progr. 19° 06 )-( u. 19° 30 )-(, n. -1--0 - d' = 19° 21 )(. 
0 lfd. = 23° 42 TTL, d J) r = 24° 22 TTL. 

0 rd. = 16° 15 )-(, o 0 rd. = 16° 47 -t. 

Highz.d.daughter0prog.= 1° 21 'T', '.J)r+0r= 1° 20¾. 

0 lfd.  2° 41 )(, d 'fn. 2° 52 )(. 
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War declaration 0 prog. = 2° 441', 0r/0r= 3° 161', *d'/n,2° 52 )(. 

Escape n.Holland 0 prog. = 7° 00 1', DX r = 7° :0. 
0lfd . = 16° 27 nt, d' + 1 ' - n , = 17° 37 nt, n.+IV-d' = 19e 38nt. 

Escape to Holland X. House advanced = 71 17 ){, 

A advanced = 19' 27 )(. 

9/1' r.h. = 10081 140291 = 7°49./', ni+0-d' =19°21)(. 

Parallel lfd. - 22° 26, '2l- lfd. + 22° 26, ?J lfd. - 22° 32, t;i r - 22° 26. 

Here the [iJ aspect between lfd. and 2.1- Ifd. and the // between the two 
points to the gltickal escape, since radix is at the upper meridian and lfd. '2l- in the 
IVth house.  The declension of Jfd. 0 
- 16° 45 has iibrigens still a parallel with the declination of the advanced 2.1- 11 °  
34 SI, + 16° 50 and both stand in the Radix in the .6. to each other. The Ascendant 
will be struck by four mirror conjunctions on Nov. 9, 1918, namely: 

'2!- 15° 46 ® 't' 9° 20 SI, 

J) 21°42'Z o' 28°40./ 

'2!-;))18° 441' 't', o' 19° 00 1' 

?J 14° 29 ./' 

n, 27° 25 , 

'6/n, 20° 57 1' 

0 23° 48 

?J 14° 29 )( 

0 /?J 19° 09 1' 

The mean 19° 27 1' o ascendant r 19° 25 1'. The d' lfd 28° 40 ./' is 
in d + 0 r 28° 45 np and in cf+ IV preg. 28° 30)(. The Ifd. 
1° 08 ./' in d d' /n, r 2° 52 ./' and in □ n,  +A-d ' 1° 48 np, Der n, Ifd. 
27° 25 !2. has a d 0 / J) r = 26° 5_8 SI,. 

On Aug. 1, 1914, the mirror conjunctions of 

n, 27° 43 )( 't' 28° 21 ® 0 8° 22 S'2, 
0go 42 Xr 70 15 :0 'Z 2700 00and the 

n./0 18° 43 1' X/'t' 17° 48 1' 0/:0 19° 111' 
□ t;i 20° 10© 

mean 18° 57 1' also on the ascendant radix. On Aug. 4, 
England's War Herald stood 't' lfd. 28° 28 ® D + IV r 28° 281'. 

At the time of Bismarck's death, the Ascendant was advanced = 29° 16 cf. 
o 0 r 39° 34 cf and cf running 29° 34 nt, the X: house advanced = 17° 06 ::;z 

□ d' + 1' - n , = 1 7° 37 nt andIfd . 2° 43 rrp, D d' /n, 2° 52 )(, 0 lfd. 7° 17 fl 

o,,0 r 6° 58 =, o' /0 ffd. =. + 70 50 )( + 76 17 SI, 
7° 39 ® d

 
2 

- 
VV radix and o' 

runnin
g 

n, Ifd. - 0 lfd. = + 8 lfd. = 6° 18 ="= □+ A radix = 9° 18 $Q, the 
IV, house advanced = 17° 06 in the mirror of 1;1. rd./1' rd. = 17° 02 f:1., 

f lid. 23° 52 )( cf 9 r + d' lfd. 7° 50 )( cf 97, +A - n, = 1 ° 43 np, d 1;1 Ifd. 

2° 43 np and cf n, A - d' = 1° 48 np and □ d' /h. = 2° 42 )(_ 
At the grinding on 27 Feb 1881 was 0 progr. 29° 20 m D 0r, 

clas X. House advanced 29° 37 :06 0 r, o' v. 19° 02 1' a A r 19° 25 1'. 
A preg. = 11° 47 'u 2.1- r 11° 41)( d 't' lfd. 11° 56 'o, 2 .1- Ifd. 20° 05 1' a Ar 

o lfd. 11° 51 np □ '2!- r 11° 41 )( and "6 lfd. 23° 33 ,ta 9 r 23° 62 ./'. The 
Summa of the two connecting planets of the Ebe of0 and J), namely 

n. lat. 25° 42 1' and 0 lat. 11° 51 np 7° 33 :!: stood in E to the X. House 
r 7° 15 :0. At the grinding of the daughter on May 24, 1913, the 

Mirror conjunction of n. lfd. 6° 53 )( and 0 lfd. 7° 25 = = 0 /n. lfd. 7° 11 
and the 21- lfd. 17° 18 :0 was in E to the ar.  9 lfd. 27° 18 'T' = d' lfd. 12° 18 -""' 

9/d' lfd.19° 53 'T' d Ar. = 
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The assassinations, brought about by 't'/a" in the XIIth. House; for 't'/cf' 
24° 49 }( + 0 Bg. 42° 20 = 7° 09 'd [] 0 r 6. X r cf a" + IV - n , 5o 08 'd. 

a' prog. 28° 00 T was in o + IV 28° 28 T and 't' prog. 24° 23 )-( in 
6.. J) r 24° 22 nt. 

At the first assassination waslfd . 2° 50 I d n lfd. 2° 14 t in o cJ /'hr 
2° 52 I and 't' lfd. 28° 44)( D + 0 r 28° 45 111' and 0 lfd. 11° 34 I cP 2.j. r 
11 °  41)( d' + n, lfd. = 29° 35 'd cf 0 r 29° 34 'd, 0 lfd. 23° 42 nt cf J) r, 't' lid. 
+ cJlfd. = 25° 44 nt cf0 lfd. ff :) r, a" lfd. 27° 00 [I, d 0 /}) radix 26° 58 [l. 

In the second assassination d' + n, lfd. 12° 41)( o '2l- r, 2 .j. lfd. s0 37 :0 d X 
r, a" /n. lfd. = 6° 20 'd □ a "+ n, r, + 0 lfd. 27° 36 )( cf 't' lid. 26° 27 )( D or 26° 40 
){ cP Clfd. 28° 12111'. cJ lfd. 28° 18 [l cf -:J:; /ti r 25° 58 [I,6 + IV r 28.0 28T. 

At the death of the mother, 't' lid. o0 32 © was in the mirror conjunction of 
J)/0 r = o0 40 @, cJ + n, lfd. 24° 22 © o 2.j. vorg. 24° 33 ©, cJ /h lfd. 27° 11 nt 
□ ti/n, r 26° 58 [/,, tiJ + n, lfd. = 24° 00111' D Q r, □ 't' r; cJ lfd. 13° 22 
,£!=, □ r '2l-1n. lid.= 7° 37 7;, vorg. 26° 05 d / r 26° 58 , 'l)'lfd.18° 22d 
cf Q + A - J> 18° 55 'd 

At the death of the father, i lid. 13° 08 d2: D r , 't' lfd. o0 44)( D Pv r 
o0 43 }(, J) lid. 2° 18 111' d 1\, + A - d', d' + 1\, lfd. = 19° 40 D n, + IV - cf' 

19° 38 nt, tiJ lfd. + 11, lid.= 17° 25 cJ + V - n, 17° 38 nt prog. 27° 09- 
cf ':ii/$ r 26° 58 ;::::l;, Q prog. 20° 00 DAr , cJ prog. 18° 28 V cf A r. 

In the death traps and assassinations, t./<r, occurs every time. tr, however, 
stands in cP of the head of VIII. House radix. 

. The above constellations should suffice to show the value or unvalue of the 
X. House and the Ascendant. 

I would like to point out the earth horoscope, how the constellations to 
the earth meridian - - ;?, also have an effect on man, - mainly 
in connection with other persons and in horoscopes of rulers with other nations. 

The Plana has from the the 0 Bg. 13° 13', the Q from the X r the 
Bg. 13° 13', thus acted and Q between the 13 and 14, the 
2.j. pr. to r from 18° 00' to 18° 19'0 Bg.; the $ acted in::,;. 29° 41' pr. together with 
the f6 r 29° 17' and the Q.- pr. 30° 50 at the death of the father 29° 42'. 

The J) with the bg. 35° 38' falls into the year 1894, the 0 with the 
bg. 37° 00' falls into the year 1896. The n. with 39° 03' was effective at the 

death of Bismarck. The with the 
bg. 54° 22 from the T point and then prog. n, 5° 38' [/, 

from the -point, i.e. also 54° 22 0 Bg. coincides with the daughter's reading 
64° 23'.  The 0 r 53° 02 indicates the son-in-law; since the conjugal 
constellations J) and 0 in this horoscope are conjunct n, and tiJ, the ti, which as 
the current planet 7° 19 in r? 0 r fulfils the condition, is still missing for the 
draw. 

The r at 59° 84' plays in 1919 as the planet of the people's ruhr, J) r if'$ r, 

lf DJ) and $ r; the prog. $ at 50° 43 and the f;6 r 60° 43' will again . make itself 
felt in 1920.  The prog. 
n with 57° 30' worked in the year 1917, in the declinations also as before 
pushed to the''.Q r. 

The death of the mother and the assassinations are under the 'V.. '2l- r 
11° ,U )( to 'V.. 2l- p 131121 )(. 

First assassination 0 lfd. + '2j. lid.= go 24 [/, cP n, r, 2l- lfd. 15° 4! I. 
Second assassination 0 lfd. + 2.j. lfd. = 13° 52 I cf <i? r, D 't' r, '2l- Hd. 8° 37 . 

Death of mother 0 lf- '2t  lf28° 07+IV , 2.y. ltd. 4° 13 'Z. 
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2J. ahead + 20° 46' // A ahead + 20° 37' and A vorg. = 2° 17 )( r:f d "In,:, 
J) current cf Ar. 

Also the advanced planets work not only in aspects with the radix 
planets, but also in connection with the earth meridian. 

It was on Aug. 1, 1914, the vbrg. 0 2° 44 'T', so it had the distance in 
Lange of 2° 44' from the 'T' point, the cJ' r has the distance of 3° 20', which 
was reached by the progr. 0 in 1915.  If 
the 'T'-point of o' and Q is nested, then on earth war 
break out. 

The defeat of Germany or the end of the war is indicated by the 0 7° 00' 'T' 
at the same distance as 't' r 7° 03' from the 'T' point.  The drawing of the latter 
constellation took place 
by 't' running cf0 rad. 6° 58' -=. Berlin and Potsdam lies ina mean 52° 27' 
north latitude, the advanced cJ' in 1914 was 22° 26' 'tJ. Paris lies 48° 50' north 
latitude, the advanced 't' of the Emperor in 1914 was 18° 43' Petersburg lies north 
59° 46', '1i r of the Emperor stands 29° 34' 't5 and $ pr. o0 24:0:, mean 59° 59', 0 
progr. of the Tsar cf r of the Tsar. The 2j. advanced had a distance of 52° 33' from 
the .i:k point. Compare also the parallels of 21- and d" in 1914. London northl. 51 
31'. Tokyo nordl. 35° 39', 1i. r 50° 47', Dn, progr. 5° 36' i,0 progr. England is 
29° 21' © = 60° 39' from :!:!:-point, progr. Germany 60° 24' from 'T' 

Item. Thus the war between England and Germany is shown on. Draw Q lfd. cf 
lfd. cJ' r England 5° 34 bl, cf n, progr. Deutsch land cf' vorg. Germany 24° 26 't5 in 
1916 and rf 'J) rad. of the Kaiser u.s.f. 

0 b e r t h e P a r a 11 e I s. 

The advanced planets in the same latitude of the radix horoscope can 
form parallels to the radix declinations as well as to each other. In 1871 (war 

with France) the X. House was advanced parallel $ vorg. In 1888 
(death of the father), the preg. parallel 
X. House radix. Between 1887 and 1890, 0 v and 1i. v // were r:Jf v,-. lf v and 
't1 v // the Ascendant radix. The running 't must therefore, since the Ascendant 
is the separating point of the horoscope, because in □ to the zenith, with the 
parallel + 18° 43 worked out for a separation. 
have.  It formed parallel aspects with the X. House preg. - 18° 33', the 0 r - 18° 
33' and the n, r + 18° 46' parallel aspects. Further, still at the death of the 

father n. lfd + 19° 48' I/ r,0 lfd + 23° 21' II was X. House r. o' progr. + 7° 11' 
II 'r VII Ar+ 7° 36', $ ago + 23° 20' // 0 lfd, 2j. V + 22° 30 // r // lfd. 
22° 36'. All conditions are fulfilled by the constellations at the death of the 
Fathera. $ v // 0 as death planet in £ to the VIII. House r 
clearly shows its correct position in the horoscope, also the outcome of the war 
suggests a bad position of $, because $ is always the spiritual originator of 
wars; compare, on the other hand, the position of r 28° 37' and $ prog. 1 33' of 
England, which by this position dominates the earth and rnuches it with war. 
Should the King of England live to see the year 1927, things will look rattly 
with this kingdom in 1926 and 1927, for J) r stands here also in D $ r and p, 
which points to popular uprisings and the lfd. $ 

stands in 1926 □ r and in 1927 □ it pr. and cf :Jr, further. 
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If the $ reaches the passage through the equator in this year, which indicates 
transformations on earth, then the $ lfd d '21- lfd, in the radix '21- cf$ and the '21- 

also passes through the equator. 
At the death of the emperor's mother cl was prog. + 10° 52' II 66 r '21- pr. 

+22°06'll r, n,progr.+19°55ll$r, $v22°44II I/Xr, r:J'vll v. 
The attacks were determined by 0 v -4° 02' II 't' r and n, r 

+ 3° 55 II 't' r, because r:J' and 'I' are in XII. House r. 

In 1913 Av II r, 1915 v II ar, the mean points to 
1914 and gives the division of the horoscope holder,  on the Mer!dian, 
from 
to many persons, confirms <lurchUd 20° 10'@ D Ar. 

By the way  on the upper meridian the predilection for 
travelling is quite clear and in the IX. house IaBt on religioses Gefiihl 

conclude, 
but which is mocked by 'j' cl from the XII by spiteful people. '2\.r stands 

L:-,0r and *n.r, in 1914 was '2\.vc?0r and dn,r, 
there was thus a strong connection of '21-, 0 and n,. '21- ago. II d" v 1914 to '21- v /I 'I' 
v 1917 gave the 0 and the n, victory iiber the enemies 't' d' in the XIIth house. 
House. r :J' is, however, the master of the I. House, it must therefore be 
the combination of '21- and d' will bring about victories for Germany, and the 
combination of '21- and 't' will be to the advantage of the enemy. 

'21- lfd d 'I' r brought the declaration of war ltalia in May 1915, 
'I' Ifd o '21- vorg. and '21- lfd the defeat of Germany. 

n,  v,0vstands II d' r in 1Q16 and r:J' vorg. stands in // 0 r, TL r in 1918, 
d' r stands in cf 't' r; now as soon as the lfd 't' reaches the TL r. the chain d",1'1,, 'I' is 
closed, the lfd 't' stands at the n, r until June 1920. The advanced X. House shows 

a parallel at the end of 1914 with 66 v. 
'"6 r is in D tr, however, so that this already indicates an unfortunate war and a 
danger for the horoscope holder. In 1920, as shown above, 66 and t is fallig. 

0 v, n, v. I/'!' prog. - 3° 00' and 'r' r 3° 55', 0 prog. from 7° 34 'T' to 9° 53 
'T' show with the lfd. 't' cf n. r and the '21- lfd. in May 1920, from 
$ lfd cf n, lfd confirms the separation from the family. 

In July, n, lido X will be present, t lfd II 66 r, n, lfd II 66 r u9d d' lid just 
in case II[. r. d" v II$ v Hi.Bt infer an act of violence by the enemy_people, since 
d", 'I' stands in XII and $ r cf Jl r cf VIII r. 
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The horoscopic system of the planet Earth. 
The year... and the earth horoscope. 

From A. Witte. 

The earth is illuminated in the course around the sun by the planets 
which belong to our solar system. The angles are 
measured geocentrically, i.e. the earth is the centre of the set of angles. 

The Sun receives heliocentrically the rays of Suns belonging to the 

Sun's system, so we can speak of the influence of fixed stars on the Earth 
only when they are in conjunction or in strong aspects with the Sun. A 
certain number of fixed stars will now be brothers of our Sun, and will thus 
act upon it in the same way as the minor planets act on the earth. In 
the total radiation of the Sun, therefore, we get to taste the influences of the 
secondary Suns, and the respective irradiation of the Sun is thereby shared 
with the Earth, since it influences the development of the planets as well as of 
mankind on Earth as a whole. The fates of the people are therefore 
connected with the heliocentric irradiation of the sun, and the appearance of 
the various ages, such as the Stone Age, the Bronze Age, the time of the iron 
industry, and now that of electricity, will also be based on it. 

For the orbit of the Earth around the Sun, the Sun is the centre of 
attraction or gravity.  The Earth-Sun line is the gravitational line, which 
should actually be the zero line for the geocentric system, because with this 
line the rays of the planets form the main angles and the geocentric angles 
of two planets belong only to the second group. 

Therefore, the distances from the Sun in arc on the ecliptic are the 
primary angles, and the angles of the planets to each other are the secondary 
angles. 

The greatest circle of revolution of the earth, the aquator, which is 
formed by the rotation of the body of the earth, intersects the course of the 
earth at two points, the point of Aries and the point of balance. The mean of 
these two points, which stands at right angles as a circular line to the equator 
and the ecliptic, is the meridian plane in which the earth's axis lies. 

The axis connects the two points of rest of the rotation with each other. 
The point of intersection of the meridian plane nearest the North Pole is the 
Cancer point or the apex of the Xth house of the earth's horoscope. The point 
of intersection closest to the slidish resting point, the Stid Pole, is the 
Capricorn point or the 'cusp of the IVth house. The two poles of the earth's 
magnet send out magnetic currents on all sides, those flowing from the north 
pole across the equator to the south pole are of a reddish colour, those flowing 
from the south pole to the north pole are of a bluish colour, since the so-called 
blue needle of a compass pointing to the north pole is supposed to have a 
blueish radiation, as is claimed by sensitive people, and only opposite poles 
attract each other. 

These magnetic currents can be easily detected in the horoscopes of 
human beings and they move from the Cancer point to both sides of the 
ecliptic towards the Capricorn point and v i c e  v e r s a .  
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from the Capricorn point on both sides to the Cancer point; this gives rise to 
two diagonals which progress equally and, after a 90° turn, coincide with each 
other, bringing about the line joining the equinoxes of Aries and Libra, and 
then continuing to the Cancer and Capricorn points respectively. 

In the earth horoscopes, i.e. the position of the planets in relation to the 
Capricorn or Aries points, of people, each degree from Capricorn indicates 
approximately one year, one complete revolution of the place around the earth 
axis. 

For example, if someone has completed the 25th year, the point in 
question is either 250 :€, 4° I', 4° )( or 25° , the squares of these points also 
apply 25° T, 40 }{ and so on. 

The right angles formed by the intersections of the equator and the 
intersections of the meridian plane can now be divided into arbitrary parts, 
either into 3 or into 6 equal parts. Astronomically, these quadrants are each 
divided into 90° or into 3 parts, the signs of the zodiac. 

The position of the Earth's axis of revolution in relation to the Earth's 
orbit now forms the magnetic fields, which coincide with the signs of the 
zodiac. If the north pole is assumed to be the zenith, the sign T is the 
VII house, the sign - "- the I and the sign the IV house of the earth. The 
Ascendant is conjoint 0° ,£,,' the Descendant also conjoint o0 T. 

For a human being, the apex of the IVth house of his horoscope is 
the point of gravity, since the extension of the axis of the place-Earth-
centre-Nadir is the smallest distance from the equator; for the Earth, the 
Sun is the point of gravity, and the extension of the line to the ecliptic 
shows in it the apex of the IVth house, the solar horoscope, or the position 
of the Sun. 

Thus, for the North Pole, if taken as the zenith, the IV house is 0° l, the 
gravitati.on point. 

If one imagines that one is sitting as an observer at the North Pole and 
always had the cancer point standing in the south, then one would have to turn 
to the right 365 times in one year, because the movement of the earth goes to 
the east. On March 21, the sun will be seen rising in the west, and it will rise 
to reach its highest point above the horizon, which is now also the equator, on 
June 22, and then disappear again in the b a l a n c e  point on September 23.  
The view to Slid thus represents the X. The Sun, as the gravitational point, 
passes in half a year through the signs Aries to L i b r a , the VIIth to the 
3rd house of the Earth system. 
XII. House of Earth. 

In the following six months it passes through the other signs, the houses I to 
VI, and is then not visible to the observer. 

In the house system of the earth, 0° l, is the point of gravitation, 
for one day the (-) is the point of gravitation, so a celestial body at 25° l, if the 
sun, reckoned back from a moving celestial body, asked the same distance<l 
in degrees of arc, will be am1gelost. Then the celestial body in :0 
connects with the celestial body standing to the east of the moving sun. 
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and the 0-arc of _25° Lange is the receptor of this sensitive point 8 a - : :0 = b rd. 

The principle, then, is, " What i s gravitational in the sun is 
gravitational in the meridian," and further, "What is gravitational in 
the sun is gravitational in the meridian." 

The decisive factor is the arc in the ecliptic, the solar arc, which the sun 
traverses from one position to the other. For the age of a person, therefore, not 
the difference of the right ascensions or the sidereal times but the difference 
of the radix and the progressive sun is decisive. 

Z. E.g. the 0 arc of a person in 1912 was = 31 51', the 0 lfd. stood 1° 13 := 
= 31° 13', the cJ' lfd. so 55' np and this was 

. 31° 10' from latitude 0 7° 45'. 
The hour and minute was about 31° ahead of the 0 running. 

= 6° 45' ® and at the same time the meridian.  Thus, the 8 fathoms of r1 and 
0 were hit at the relevant minute. It was similar with the death of Strindberg 
and with the death of Franz Ferdinand of Austria. 

The Earth as the holder of a horoscopic system now also has a solar 
horoscope like everyone born on it.  The position of the Sun in o0.::0 on 
December 22, when the gravitational point of the 
The solar system of the house The solar horoscope of the Earth, or simply the 
annual horoscope, is the horoscope of the year for all the people of the Earth for 
the year in question up to the following 22nd December; the incorrectly named 
annual horoscope of a person is his solar horoscope. The solar horoscope of the 
current 0 or the daily horoscope has the 0 ttls IVth 
house and gives just lall& events filr people whose radix sun coincides with the 
current sun, this daily horoscope is the solar horoscope of the persons concerned, 
only. one has to insert the radix ham.er. In the 
Solar horoscope of the running 0 one has to pay attention whether the own 
solar arc from 0° ::0 on is limited by a planet and whether the solar arc away 
from the sun is also limited by a planet. 
is marked. If the solar arc is formed by 2 running planets, then both planets 
become active for the person in question and include either the arc 0 r to 0 pr 
or X r to X v. The first planet must be set to 0 r or X r, then the other planets 
show either 0 r or the X r of another person.  The progressed Sun at the 
beginning of the signs gives information about the sign or, in the earth chart, 
about the house concerned. 

It should also be investigated whether information can be obtained for the 
annual horoscope of the earth when the current sun occupies the position of a 
planet in the annual horoscope. The position 
of the other progressed planets in relation to this Sun will indicate the property 
of the planet and the sign or house in which it will be located on December 22. 

' For progressive gestirm tands, the gravitational point ::0 output 
The future of the year in question and of the progressive Sun, when the 
Capricorn point with the progressive planets is placed on the progressive Sun, 
mainly in the case of rulers, because the 0 is the natal point. 
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tion and the king, for example, Kaiser Wilhelm 1914. I. August: 

progressive: 't' 24° 53 }{, !ii 17° 00 T, d' 7° 30 ci, ti, 5° 36 Al,, 02° 44 T. 
i on0 pr.: 't' 27° 37 :U:, !ii 190 44 ®, d' 10° 14 bl,, ti, 8° 20 nt, 0 5° 28 :!):_ 

Iaufend: ti, 270 43 :U:, !ii 20° IO ©, 0 9° 42 =, 08° 22 bl,. 

For the yearly horoscope, information is obtained about each day and 
about the planets on December 22, when the Sun in progress is set to "o0 ;o" 
with the planets from the yearly horoscope. The progressed planets will then 
draw the positions that have now been found. 

Annual horoscope 1914, planetary position as of December 22, 1913. 
I. 8 oo 00 l, - I 7° 42 l n, 13° 27 :U: 66 18° 54 H. 

J) 23° 08 :!): cf 20° 04 © R 0 50 31 = cl+n. 3o 31 :!):_ 

11°481' 2J.22°5B;o 't'27033©R d'/n,1°46©. 

I. August 1914. 0 Stand = 8° 22 T. 

0 of Aug. I so 22 bl, on ;o" and in conjunction with above planets. 

2. 0 2 IO 38 C5 9° 20 C5 n, 5° 05 nt 66 10° 32 bl,. 
:J>l4°46}( d'll042l' 027019:U: 0(1fd.)0°00;o". 

 -3o 26 e5 2j. 140 36 )( 't' 19° 11 l d'/n. 23° 24 nt. 

Planetary State of War I. Aug. 1914: 

3. 0 30 22 Al, $2 19o 31 rrp n. 270 43 )( 66 7° 09 H. 
J) 1 IO 21 l d' 2 IO 49 rrp 0 9042 z:z d'+h 19° 32 I. 
!ii 20° 10 ® 2j. 18° 34 't' 28° 31 ® d'/n, 9o 46 Al,. 

Aspects to I. 8 <f 0; J) cf !ii, cP n,; !ii cf d', cP 2j.; $2 D $2, cP .Q; d' C $2, 
<f ,Q,, n, 'f'. 

Aspects to 2. 0 □ $2, cf ,Q,; :J) d d '; 7\ 't'; $2 D 't', d' +n, ff 't', cJ 6 0 

. d' □ 't'; 2l*- 't'; ti. d 0 ; 0 D '.i'.; cf Q,; 't' 0, d' In, D $2. 

So the running Sun is the new gravitational point of the Earth, whose IV. 
House is 0° ;o". The new planetary positions formed are sensitive points of the 
yearly horoscope.  The gravitational point is always subtracted from the sum 
of two planets. 

Thus ;o" + d' - 0lfd . = 11° 42 l cf J) lfd., cf J, d '2j. r of the emperor, d 0 r England, d' 0 r France. 

" -:0 +1i - 0 lfd. = 5° 05 nt D 0 J. □ 1i pr of the emperor. 

r ,, -:0 + d' /n. - 0 Jfd. = 23° 24 nt r:f J) r of the emperor. cP '.1J v Za 
Nicolaus. 

Because of the circumstance of calculating, the planets are plotted stlinde and 
then a degree slice with 0° ;o" on the running 
sun, then always the mirror point of the running 0 stands to the 

Meridian of the earth at o0 - :0, so here 0 = 21° 38 'o. 
It is necessary that the both solar and lunar eclipses 5° 00 }(, 

270 30 bl,; 21° 00 }{ and  11° 00 nt are entered. 

There is then the first 0eclipse 26° 38 ®. r:f 't' lfd., the second 19°08 -:0 D 
Ascendant of the Emperor. At the death of Franz Ferdinand 8 Ifd. 
5°50 © was the second lunar eclipse 5° IO }{ cP Jl lfd. and the second solar 
eclipse 21°40 = r:f 2j. lfd.; the planet of death was 2J. for the solar arc from the -
:0 - 2j. = 0 Bg. Franz Ferdinand and the d ' lfd. 
went fiber the first solar eclipse 29° 10 b/,.  The 1j lfd. stood 23°36 )( 

o 0 y. cf' d' / 1j y., and 't' J 0 y. 
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Xr Dlid ., c;, + cfr O cf lfd., + c;, cf rd, d + 'f JJ S? rd, cf+ iJ 
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The sums and differences of planets of a man's radix chart are points of the 

earth chart, for 0r 0pr is de+s emperor 6°58 z:z + 0p 2°44 T = 9°42 z:z cf 0 lf. yr.) 

+ r r? 2\. lf, 
cf 0 rd, 2\. 1j running, 21- 0 r? 0 r d . , 21- cf □ rd., 0 + X cf Q 

rd. 0 + 0 = 'f rd. etc. 

The solar horoscope of a day is now again the radix horoslrnp of the 
event and in this the progressing Sun with IO each signify a year, the 
progressing Moon a year during a revolution, therefore the progressing Moon 
gives further information in the next month from the event to about 30° of the 
next sign. 

The solar arc of the Emperor was 55° 46' at the outbreak of war. This arc 
from the '?; subtracted = 4° 14 lll and added 25°46' z:z are sensitive points of the 
yearly horoscope fi.ir the Emperor; this arc now runs east and west of the Sun 
during the course of the Sun.  Therefore 
0 lf + 55°46 = 4° 18 ,De. and 0 lf - Bg. = 12°36 ):( cf 1j J. op J . and 
d2\.r; 4°18:0:cfcf+;.  J.=3°31db.  0r6°58z:z-55°46'=11°l2,..2'd 
:J current cf J . In the earth's daily horoscope, the current mood is considered to 
be 
X. The moon is called the X house of the earth because it moves east around 
the earth's axis once a month, like the meridian or the birthplace of a human 
being in a progressive day, therefore one synodic revolution of the moon is 
counted as one year for a human being. 

What is latent in the running sun is expressed by the running moon as a 
meridian. 

rd. :J) set to 0lfd . in JJ, since :J) = X and 0 = IV. 
4.  05°23 db '.j! 16°32 nt, n, 24o44 Q 4o 10 '/:5. 

:J) s0 22 ::::; cf 180 50 nt 0 60 43 T o+n. 1(> 033 - 
17° 11 np 2\. 150 35 T 'f 25° 22 np r:J' In, 6° 47 db. 

d □ 2\. lfd., 'I' D d' lfd.., D X r of the Emperor, 2\. cf the emperor. 
21- r = 0 r of the King of England, 0 r D 0 r of President Poin care, D0 r 

Tsar Nicolaus. 

It is now the from the Z in the annual horoscope is 18° 12' away 
from the one of the 8th 18° 12', the l f d . '.] 18° 39', so that the meridian 
of the 

Earth Z - © the J, the current and the current J) draw lots. 

J.) current 11° 21 l 0 Bg. 55° 46 = 7° 09 - cf 0r of the Emperor. 
Q lfd. 11°21 l-0Bg.55°46= 15°35db=X. Hauslfd.am l.Aug.14. 

0 r of the Emperor and X lfd. is drawn from the current Moon (see above J) 
8° 22 z:z and 2\. 15° 35 T); thus the D of '21- and J) of the yearly horoscope also 
comes into view. 2\. JJ cf I 'f of the J. shows 
the 21- as the enemy of Germany, since cf and 'f r in the XII. House of the 
Emperor. :) also in D d I 'f J. indicates the J) as the German people in 23° 08 db.  

The lfd 0 1918 was in the Le, on Nov. 11,. 23° 49 z:z. 
to this ::". In the earth horoscope of the Emperor are the sensitive points 
of his earth horoscope: Z 0 - 0 = 22° 36 T, "l; Q. - 8 = 23° 45 "l;, 
z 0 -= 23° 45 z' z + fl, - 25° 50 ©, z + '.i! - 0 = 24° 18 ©, 
Z 'f - 0 = 23° 23 db, T Q. = 23° 09 Z; these points are the 

□ of the differences . of the radix planets.  The arc 21- r : © of the Earth 
horoscope of the emperor 18° 19' was therefore set in the year 1914 on the I. 



Aug. 
<lurch :J) lid. JJ 21- r drawn. 
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The daily horoscope 

with the personal meridian. 
From A. Witte, Hamburg. 

The position of this meridian in relation to the radix, to the progressive 
and to the rising pinnacle is described below. 

After the moment of birth the place moves eastward in one day once 
around the earth axis. This run of the place parallel to the 

Aequator becomes a course of the earth around the sun, thus one year 

so that the meridian has traversed 36°1 when the pro 

gressive sun has progressed approximately 1 degree eastward, which 
corresponds to the progress of the earth around the sun in one progressive day. 

1st the birth moment is known and therefore also the birth meridian, the 
personal day meridian is found if the difference of the sidereal time of the 
event day and the birth day multiplied by the difference of the sidereal time of 
the progressive day and the sidereal time of the birth day is added to the birth 
meridian. 

The horoscope of the Exkaiser may serve as an example. The frontal 
position on 27 January 1859 in the morning 10 o'clock 7 minutes Berlin was: 

 

 

L z J }-( 

 
 

For the following calculation, any year of the ephemerides can be used, 
here . 1919 was used. 

D 19° 25' ::] 24° 22' 
VIII 29° 15' 

230 52' 

IX 19° 53' 

X 7° 15' 
130 13' 

XI 25° 45' 
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1. E r c i g n i s :  Y e r m a h I u n g 27 F e b r u a r l881. Stardate 27 Feb 

22 h 24 m 53 s Stardate 18 Feb 2 l h 49 m 44s 

27 Jan. 2011 22m 41s ,, 27.Jan. 2011 22m 41s 

Difference l = 2h 02m 12s Difference 2 = l h 27m 03s 

Difference I and 2 combined 3 11 29m 15s in degrees 52° 19' 

added AR X Radix = 277° 54' Personal 

Meridian AR X =  330° 13' =28°2-

=. 

Progressively, 22 days had elapsed from 1859 to 1881, so that 22 days 
must be added to Jan. 27 = 49 days - 31 days for January = Feb. 18 and the 
seconds of sidereal time for the month. 

20 s, if 4m 00s are calculated for I day or l year. In the above sidereal time 
the 20s are added. 

The solar arc is the difference between the radix and the progressive Sun, it 
is found by the position of the 0 on Jan 27 and Feb 1-8, increased by the arc 
minutes for l month, if 60' are calculated for l year. 

C 6° 28' , 8 28° -46' ;  D1Difference = 22° 18' + 0° 05' fiir l month, 
therefore ,:) Bg. = 220 23' or age. 

0 Iaufend 9° 04 }{ -- 0 radix 6° 58 ::::z = 32° 06', both differences added to the 
length of the X radix 70 15' :0- = l O 44' ){ = X g. 

Since the X. Since the X house radix is advanced by the progressive Sun 
by the 8th degree, and the progressing Sun occupies approximately the same 

place on the day of birth, the difference of the 0 
radix and the advanced X. House are added to the running Sun. 

Cr=6° 58' , X r = 7° 15' :0- + 0 Bg. = 29° 38' :0-, difference = 7° 
20' west of the sun, therefore 0 lfd. 90 04 }{ - 7° 20' = l O 44' )-( = X g: This 
difference decreases by about l O in each year until 0 r, and then increases by about 
l O in each year beyond the sun. 

Henceforth the personal meridian will be designated X g, since the 
progressive or advanced meridian must have rotated eastward about the 
Earth's axis by the amount of the difference between the current and the radix 
Sun. 

X g =---= 29° - □ 0 r 29° 34 ti, cf0 pr 290 21 :::::::, cf pr 29° 33' ::z::, J) running. 
23° ,iz to 5° H, further 6. the Empress 28° 49 :!:'= and-¥ :J) 27° 'l'. The exact. 

:=: of the progressive with the 0 r therefore caused the marriage, since the 0 r is 
in cf :J) r and the 0 therefore indicates women in this chart.  The ascendant to 29° 
::::z at 520 30' north latitude is 21-0 Q9 

in cf 2l- advanced, the o lfd. 11° 5 I' np in □ 21- r, the lid. 20° 05 'l' 
in cf of the ascendant radix I 9° 25' 'l', the d" r also in o of the A , 

lf 230 33' l cfr  23° 52' .J.' ; thatof the Empress 7° 40' :3' in cf X r of the 

Emperor, the d" r of the Empress cf 0 r of the Emperor, the n, r of the Empress o' C:" 
 r +Gr(sums ofthe two suns)= 50 47 np cf '?Jr 5° 52 TIP of the 
Empress. 

The meridian X g of the progressive horoscope, i.e. the horoscope between 
l8 and 19 Feb 1859, li.egt 29° in cf the 0 pr cf pr, 

= 



= 
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the X pr is 29° 37 Z. In this chart0 o 0, :J) D is 21-, 21-/ 0 = J)/ : 

0 ci", J ) , '2J. D 0/'t', :J) cf 0/i', 0 = 't'/1i,, 0 = 0/?J. 
The solar arcs between Sun and Neptune = 24° 18', between and 't' = 24° 5', 

between 1j and 'cJ 22° 16', between 2J. and 24° 00'. 
= 22° 23 show the age of the woman and the man, the same arcs also show 

the running celestial position between ci" and :] 230 43' '2J. and 't' 21° 51' and it 
stands the between 1j, 'i! and J), the0 between 
J) and , the J) between d' and 0. 

The personal meridian is increased by only 10 in the course of a day; it is 
therefore to be regarded as fixed for the day in question.  The rising celestial 
bodies must now be guided to this meridian in converse, i.e. against the course of 
the signs of the zodiac, in order to determine the 

. Time to get the transition of each planet.  The running '21- 200 T would be in the 
X g after the expiration of 51°.  This arc corresponds to 3h 24 m which, together 
with the 0 Bg. 22° 23' = Ih 27m to the natal 
time IOh 07m must be added = 2h 58 m in the afternoon. 

The few trap I worked have the win the 1 

Arc calculated as time to the moment of birth.  So here Xg 
= 11h 34m in the morning. 

A certainty, however, could be obtained if astrologers would examine 
the Xg of various events, for in the case of incisive events such as injuries and 
accidents, the meridian g and the transitions of the current planets could easily 
be determined. 

2. E r e i g n i s : T o d d e s V a t e r s 15. J u n i 1888. 

0 Bg. = 29° 42' + X r 7o 15' Z = d 8r, hence also0 lfd. 24° 44 )( =---= X g. 

D'Pr, □d'r, d'/i'r=24°4S')-(, v=24°9'.,Z', Slr23°52' l. 

Gr+Gr (of both persons)= t001'111)0't' lfd.0°44')(, OcQr0°43' )-{_ 

Gr/0r = 15° 30' )( d 'i! lfd. I 70 31' )(. 

9 lfd. or Xg -- oIi' lfd., J) lfd./ Ar, Ar to SJ lfd. = 0 Bg. of father. 

3. E r e i g n i s : T o d d e r M u t t e r 5. A u g. 190 I. 

0 Bg. = 42°52' + Xr = 20° 7' , so0 rd. 12° 20' cQ, + 13°09' = 25° 29' cQ 
=Xg. 

D :J)r, 'i!r, 7\ d'/'t' r, Clfd.i? lfd. = 12°20' cQ + 8°9' np = 250 15' cQ, 21-/J) lfd. 

. 2 = 26° 11' cQ. 

J) lid. cf Ar, e lfd. 13° 00' .,Z' cf 2J. pr 130 21' )( d' lfd. 13° 22 dlc d ?Jv I 3° 35' -1'-. 

0r +0 r (of both persons) = 5° 58' dlc E 21- lfd. 4° 13' Z. 

Through this meridian Xg the birth time can be corrected, if the time of 
an event on the certain day is known, furthermore if the Xg in aspects are 
compared with the radix planets. 

An upper view of the bier occurring X g or progressive meridians: 

Vermahlung 
Death of father 
Death of mother 
First 
assassination 
Second 

assassination 



□ 0, cf 

Di', cf 

OQ:J 
'21-/0 
ad' 
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Wedding of the daughter D  d' 

Escape 21-/ti 

!asses to a correct birth meridian, a certain determination is still made possible 
by other types of calculation, which will follow later. 
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The evaluation of the earth horoscope and the 
drawing of its- sensitivei1 points. 

From A. Witte, Hamburg. 

The position of the earth in our solar system is different in every view. in 
relation to its minor planets and its satellites. 

For a certain moment, fiir deri of the birth of eioes man soil now this 
state be held. 

First, consider the earth not as a body with an extension, but as a 
point in the solar system. This point is then first related to its gravitational 
point, the sun. - 

This guiding ray from the Sun is taken as the zero line for the geocentric 
angles with the planets and the Moon. 

For the born this geocentric position of the planets in relation to the Sun is 
very important, since this planetary image as a crystallization remains the same 
during the whole life and the guiding ray for the Earth - Sun is always 
connected with the moving Sun.  Sun is 
always connected with the moving Sun. -  - 

The rising sun in the days following the birth and in the following 
years always fixes this planetary image. During one revolution of the 
birthplace around the Earth, the planets have gained about one degree on 
the ecliptic due to the apparent progress of the Sun; thus, after one year, 



the Sun is in the same position on the ecliptic. 
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Point as at the moment of birth. The opposition of the Sun is the body of the 
born, therefore the running Sun must always draw the points in question as a 
substitute for the progressing Earth. 

In order to determine and draw the position of the planets in relation to 
the Sun, one chooses the same system of the radix houses, in which the upper 
meridian is considered to be the apex of the Xth house and the lower meridian 
is considered to be the apex of the IVth house when looking towards Silden. In 
this system, the upper meridian is the apex of the Xth house and the lower 
meridian is the apex of the IVth house when the gaze is directed towards 
Silden. Then the point on the left hand is the I. house and the point on the right 
hand is the VII. house. 

In this Chaldaic system of houses, the fundamental circle of the place of 
birth is divided into 12 parts starting from the upper meridian. This circle is a 
parallel circle of the aquator and the orbit of the place of birth around the 
earth's axis in days after birth. 

Since the human being or the place of birth on the surface of the earth is 
in the same relation to the axis or centre of the earth as the earth is to the sun, 
this system of houses can also be applied here and the sun is now to be 
regarded as the lower meridian, as the apex of the fourth house. The planets 
which are up to 30° east of the Sun are then in the IVth house of the Sun, a 
planet which is 135° east of the Sun would be in the Vlllth house of the Sun. 
House of the Sun. 

In this way the positions of the planets in relation to the Sun can be 
easily determined and they have the same meaning as in the radix houses 
of the born, only all interpretations refer to the radix Sun and not to the 
birth meridian. 

The position of the Sun would be considered as a meridian, namely as 
the IVth house, if the Earth as the birth point is in 15° np. The meridian plane 
of the Sun passes through 15° np and 15° ){ and 15° np is the upper meridian 
of the Sun in the magnetic system of the solar body. From 15° )-{ to 15° 1' is 
the IV. house of this. corpus. A sun position in 7° would therefore be in the II. 
house of the solar body. 

Thus the planet Earth, as the point of birth in the magnetic system of 
the Sun, had the same relation to the Sun and the planets as the place of 
birth had to the centre of the Earth and the Moon. The Earth's surface was 
thus irradiated by the Mand, and all the planetary forces combined had an 
effect on it. 

The matter would be different for a being born on Jupiter. Here all 
the moons would have the effect of the planets, according to the distance of 
the satellites from the centre of Jupiter and the ordinal number of the 
planets. The third would correspond to the Earth, the fourth to Mars, a n d  
so on. 

For the man born on the Earth, the Mand carries all the rays of the 
planets and is therefore equivalent to the centre of the Earth, which also carries 
all the rays of the planets; in the Earth the rays are positive and in the Moon 
negative. 

The geocentric position of the planets in relation to the Sun would be the 
radix horoscope of a person if the Earth were not a body but a point in the 
solar system. 
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If now the earth is taken as a body, by imagining the previously considered 

point spherically extended; then this body has a certain position in its axis to 
the earth's orbit. 

The meridian plane in which the Earth's axis lies intersects the ecliptic 
or Earth's orbit at two points, in Cancer and Capricorn. 

For the northern hemisphere, the Cancer point is the X. house or the 
Upper Meridian of the Earth's body. For the northern hemisphere, the 
Cancer point is the X house or the Upper Meridian of the Earth body and 
the Capricorn point is the Lower Meridian or the cusp of the IV house. 

For the movement of the earth around the sun, the sun is in the fourth 
house of the earth horoscope from 0° :0- to 0° and the course of the earth or 
the ecliptic is divided into 12 parts.  The Sun is therefore in the upper 

Meridian when it is in 0° @ and run through the X. House to o0 Q.  This 
division of the ecliptic applies to the 12 signs of the zodiac and is the sign 'o 
the VIII. House of the Earth. 

For the movement of a point of the earth's body, the equator 
or its parallel circles are divided into 12 parts for a certain month from the 
meridian.  So each time the fundamental circle 
<fer movement divided into 12 houses. 

The primary is the position of the planets in relation to the Sun, the 
secondary is the position of the Sun in the 12 signs, the position of the 
planets in the same and the position of the planets in relation to each other. 

The planets act on the sun in the finely distributed solar dust and its 
magnetic bearing around the magnet sun and its influence acts again from the 
center of the sun on the planets and their emanation. 

The effect of the planets on the Earth and its inhabitants is due to the 
position of the stars in relation to the meridian plane of the Earth Cancer 
Capricorn and the influence on the magnetic bearing of the subtle bodies of the 
planet Earth. . 

The rays of the planets are held by the subtle emanations of the earth 
body, which the born one absorbs during the moment of birth. 

The entire planetary picture of the magnet Earth with the Earth 
meridian and the natal meridian, as well as the horizon and its intersections 
with the ecliptic, the ascendant and the descendant, is henceforth pulled 
along by the progressing Son"'. 

In addition, the place of birth rotates around the earth's axis every 
day after birth, so that one day after birth the sun is approximately one 
degree east. 

Now there are two movements in connection with each other, the course 
of the place in the parallel circle to the equator and the course of the earth 
around the sun. 

Thus one day after birth is equal to one year and the constellations, 
which arise through the movement of the earth - in days after birth - come into 
effect when the earth has made as many revolutions around the sun as days 
have passed. 

But the place, or meridian, which in one day makes one revolution about 
the axis of the earth, is then like the earth which in one year makes one 
revolution about the sun. 
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The arc from the radix Sun to the meridian or X. House Radix always 

remains the same. In this way the X. In this way the X house is advanced by 
the p,rogressive Sun by as many degrees as the Sun has moved back from 
birth. 

It becomes- then X preg. 0 progr - 0 radix. 
This X before represents the birthday and it runs the arc, 

0 rad. up to X always preceding the current scmne.  In this way one obtains the 
progressive meridian, which follows the course of the birth. 

ort in days after birth. 
The meridian of the Earth, Cancer and Capricorn, is advanced by the 

progr. Sun, so that after 20 days after birth its state would be 20 ® and 20 Z. 
This advanced Earth meridian now forms aspects with the radix planets 

and allows the planets in question to take effect in years after birth. 
Also the planets advanced by the progr. sun form aspects with the 

Meridian®- Z and they come into effect in the be years after birth. 

However, it is not °1 = 1 year that is decisive, but the0 arc, which is 

is formed by the 8 rad. and the0 progr. - 
When advanced planets ascend the cusp of the X. house rad. When 

advanced planets ascend the cusp of the X house rad, these planets take 
effect and indicate the event with the0 arc. . - 

The l. advanced house can also 1. be connected with the 0 arch. 
2. events; but if you use the right ascension of the X. house or the natal 
meridian. If, however, the right ascension of the Xth house or the natal 
meridian is used, then the difference between the star times is approximately 
the relevant arc. This direction, however, can only be carried out with the 
signs, i.e. to the left, because to the right the 0 arc applies, since from the right 
the aspects of the planets in the ecliptic act on the cusp of the X. house. House. 

The direction of the meridian is brought about by the course of the 
The arc from the right to the left is the arc from the left to the right, and the arc 
from the right to the right is the arc from the right to the right, and the arc from 
the right to the right is the arc from the right to the right. 

The conclusion of the management with the R. A. of the X. House or the 
Birth meridian is as follows: 

365 ¼ days = 361 degrees in right ascension (the meridian traverses 
361° in 1 day) and 1/10 year= 36.525 days = 360 06', o he if 1 day 

= 1°, then 36.525 days are 36° 32' and too large by 26'. 
Therefore years =degrees+ days = minutes (6 days = 1 minute) - 3/4 of 

the degrees as minutes = 36° 32'-:- 27' = 06°05', as calculated before with 
36°06'. 

This arc of direction is the time or t arc, which nl.tr d i r e kt, i.e. going 
with the characters, may be applied dar\ Kon v er s, against the characters, 
acts the 0 arc. 

- In the earth horoscope, the meridian ®- Z stops and in 
this horoscope the cardinal points our of the progressive Sun before 

. pushed, the earth meridian can therefore not with the. Zeitl::>ogen conducted 
become 

The houses of the natal meridian are obtained according to the 
method of the fundamental circles. 
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It is divided from the meridian to the equator in 12 equal parts, to 30° 

each and the intersections' of these g e r a d e n ascents with the ecliptic 
determined, so that the houses indicate each 2 hours after the birth min ute with 
theiri meridian.  The first two hours after the natal moment is the X. The next 
two are the XI house. 
etc. 

The Chaldeans divided the equator into 24 parts or houses and thus 
had a coincidence with the hours after birth. 

That the Chaldeans were not entirely correct in their 24th division will 
become apparent from the following list of aspects and their resolution. 

The horoscope of the former emperor is used as an example for the 
previous explanations. 

The PlaneteAstande from 27 Jan. 

(i).  6° 58 . Q 23° 52 ;, 
J) 24o 22 nt o' 26° 40 }{ 

13°13:0 2j. 11041)( 

1849 vorm. 10 h 07m 

9 9° ©3 Q 
0 29° 34 0 
't' 220 57 }{ 

are: 

66 Ob 43 }{ 
X 7°15:0 
A 19° 25 'T' 

The Hauser peaks of the t Hauser (Radixhauser) are: 
X 70 15 :0 I so 30 'T' IV 7° 15 @ 

XI 5o 32 II 1o019 o V 5° 32 Q 
XII 6° 07 ){ III 9o 34 )( VI 60 07 np 

AR X = 277°54' 

 
Vil so 30 :!!: 

VIII 10° l 9 nt 
IX 9o 34 ./ 

If the states are arranged according to the degrees in the aspects in such a 
way that the L. and the is also listed, then the uriten standing order results in 
each sign of the zodiac. 

66 o043 1j 9o 0366 15° 43. 
A 4°25 J) 9°22 A 19°25 

0 60 58 o' I l O 40 0 2IO 58 
x1°15 21- 11°41 x22°15 
't' 70 57 130 13 't' 22° 57 
Q 8°52 0 14°34 Q 23°52 

9 24° 03 
:J) 24° 22 
o' 26° 40 
2j. 26° 41 

28° 13 
0 29° 34 

The above order indicates the 8 arc with which the Cancer or Capricorn 
point or the two equinoctial points Aries and Libra must be advanced to form 
an aspect with the above pla nts. 

If one wants to know with which 0 arc an advanced planet aspects the 
cardinal points, the mirror image of the earth horoscope is taken and this is 
also ordered according to the degrees.  The following 
<lai1,n the elven planets in reverse order: 

0 0°26 Q 6°os 0 15°26 Q 21°os 
l O 47 't' 70 03 16° 47 't' 220 03 

2y. 3o 19 X 70 45 2j. 18° 19 X 22° 45 
o' 36 20 0 8° 02 cf' 18° 20 8 25° 02 

:J) 5o 38 . A 10° 35 :J) 20° 38 A 25° 35 

1j 5057 6614°11 1j 20057 6629°17 

For a better overview and to better evaluate the interaction of the planets, 
both sequences can now be combined again. 
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will be united.  The mirror points of the planets are then aligned with a 
X designated. 

To fix the0 arc and the progressive position of the sun, the position of 
the radix sun is taken for the birthday, bier0 6°58 . From the ephemeris, we 

can see that the Sun is in a position between the 26th and the 60th. 
and 27 Jan. 1° 0 l', therefore0 Bg. fir one year= 1° 0 l' = 
365 days. 

For the past. For the period from Jan. I, 1859, 5' are to be counted and 
for the next Jan. 1860 after the birthday 365 days - 27 

days = ° 1  0 l'  -5' = o0 56'. 
The position of the progressive sun for the first of January 1860 would then 
be 

6° 58 o0 56' = 7o 54 - 

The ephemeris of 1859 gives the 0 position at Greenwich as 8° 0& for 
noon there. To obtain the position for 1 January of all subsequent years, one 
must therefore subtract 12' from the noon position each time. 

. trahieren. The difference of this progressive sun position - with the radix 
position gives the 0 arc. 

The 1st of January is taken because it is convenient to calculate. Also, 
one can now determine the day for the position of the progressive stars at noon 
in Greenwich. There are 12' = 2 months and 12 days = 12th March of each year 
for the born and if the time of a progressive lunar aspect after noon is 
converted into days and added to the 12th March, one gets the event day for 
this aspect. Conversely, an unknown birth time can be determined with the 
event day and the progressive lunar aspect. I use the latter method of finding 
the unknown birth time with good success. 

Overview of the progr. G position and the G arc. Sun of 

birth 6° 58 27 Jan. 1859 0 arc. 

progr.8 7o 54 .  1 Jan. 1860 oo 56 
,, ,, so55 I.Jan. 1861 1o57 

- - 

" " 
180 02 1 Jan. 187011° 04 

" " 
28° 09 

" 
1880 21o 11 

" 
8° 12 }( 

" 
1890 31° 14 

" " 
180 13 )-{ 

" 
190041° 15 

" 
28° IO }( 

" 
1910 51o 12 

" " 
290 10 }( 

" 
1911 520 12 

" " 
0° IO 'T' 

"
 

"w " 
1° 09 'T' 

"
 

,", " 
2°os 'T' 

"
 

" 
3° 08 'T' 

"
 

40 07 'T' 
5° 07 'T' 
6° 06 'T' 
7° 05 'T' 
8° 05 'T' 

" " 
17° 55 'T' 

"
 

" " 
27° 42 'T' 

"
 

1912  53° 12 
1013  54° 11 
1914  55° 10 
1915  56° 10 
1916  57009 
1917  58°09 
1918 . 59° 08 
1919  "60° 07 
1920  61° 07 
1930  70° 57 
1940  80°44 
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The radix points and their aspects, as well as the mirror points of the 

planets and their aspects, come into effect through the meridian of the earth. 
Furthermore, the progressive Sun also sets the planets and their mirror images 
into action. 

l. Example: Death of the father on 15 June 1888. 

On I Jan 1890 the0 arc 3 l O 14 -:- 2° 00' = 29° 14 fiir 1888 

5 months and 15 days = 25' 3' = 28', together = 29° 42'0 Bg. 
and 0 progr. 6° 40 )-(, - 

According to the listed aspects of the stars, f:6 with 29° 17 and 300 43', 
and the one with 29° 34 and 30° 26' is falling. The previous 0 is at the point of 
cancer, which is the point of balance, i.e. the sudden death of a family. 
member; for u is family and any connection with other persons. 
0 and 1J are family planets in this chart because o0 J) and 0° 0, 
since -'.J) 0 indicates the family. 

The progressive sun with 6° 40' leaves the 8, the n, the <? and the 
't' act. 

As soon as a progressive star also has an aspect with the cardinal points, 
which shows the same 0 arc, as in this case 0 progr. with 29° 41 '/5, then this is 
the main planet, which draws the lot. 

The running 0 stood l 3° 08-"- in C rad. l 3° 13 :0. The 
running 't' stood o0 44 )( in Du rad. oo 43 )-(_ The 
Iaufende0 stood 24° 44 )( in c? J) vorg. 24° 06 I. 
The running '.J) stood in cf ?J rad. 2° 1'8 np at noon. 

If ongoing planets are at a distance of0 arc from the cardinal points, 
these planets also affect the event. 

The running '2j. with 28°37 nt formed the0 arc with the ;; points. The 
running 't' with 0° 44 )( with the0 arc 290 16 had the ab 

stand from @ points. 

Second, example: War 1914. August l:- 1918, November 11. 

0 arc 55° 46,  0progr .2° 44 'T' and 60° 00', 0 progr. 6° 58 T'. The 
advanced canker point had O )), /'-,. , 7\ d", 5/12 '2j. aspects. The Moon at 24° 
22, cJ' at 26° 40, and '2j. at 26° 41 occurred in 

Effect. 

The progressive 0 at 2° 44 'T' touched the u and the ascendant, entered into 
conjunction with the cf cJ' 3° 20 c!:=, 

7/12 '2j. l8° 19 @ and rolled up the mirror points 
of the planets in the order of , '2J., d', J), lt, <? to the cf of the 't' 7° 03 ,£,,.  In the 
sequence of radix planets was A,0 and. 
X maBing. 

The main planetary states were therefore O <? and cf d' to cf 't', which were 
raised by progr.0. 

As a conclusion of the war, 0 made itself with 59° 34, with 60° 43 and 
as mirror point 0 with 60° 26' noticeable, so that 't', 0 and the1 end of the war 
brought about by the meridian of the earth @ - :0 and by the progr. sun. 

The running 't' in cf 0 radix gave the start, the running 't' cf 1i, the end of the 
warc, wefl 't' radix cf cJ' radix stands. Thus the connection of d" and 1i, is 
established by 't'.  Now, since l-) and d' represent the warlord, the 't' must connect 
with n, radix, to confirm 't'- and 8, the defeat of the commander 0 cJ' (in radix0 di 
1i,). 
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- Neptune griinlich blue and Mars rotl. yellow are <lrough their colors com 

plementary planets. 
Not only the meridian plane of the Earth ®- l; acts as a mirror plane, but 

also the equatorial plane 'f-:!J=. The declinations of the radix planets draw 
parallel circles to this plane through the rotation of the earth, which are 
intersected by the advanced planets in the same latitude to the ecliptic as in the 
radix positions. These parallel circles and the path of the advanced planets 
belong to the Earth chart; the points of intersection indicate the event and the 
time in the arc. 

If squared paper is used to draw the declination lines, take 2 columns for 
the declinations for each l O and 1 column for each year, running to the right, 
so that each vertical line ends with the I Jan of a year. 

The arcs for each l 0 years are then plotted on the ftlB.encte and the 
declinations of the advanced planets are entered so that they come into the 
correct fields with the round 0 arc. 

Z. E.g. 0 progr. or advanced for 1 Jan. 1919 = 60°07', 
of Jan. I, 1859, 60 years have elapsed, here almost coincides the 
0 Arc with the round measure of 600 00', with which all planets are 
advanced with the vertical -line, one must however here already 1/10 of the 
intermediate space zuriickbleiben, since the arc amounts to 1 Jan. 60° 07'. 
The difference, however, can be up to 3°, and 

1 
in the case of wrong entries 

of the advanced declinations, the intersections will come in at a wrong time. 
With the help of a graphic table for the calculation of the advanced 
declinations, one can already produce an overview of all intersection points 
in 2 hours. This overview and the one given below give sufficient clues. 
fiirs ganie life. The draw is made by the declinations of the current planets. 
(Boards at 1.50 Mk. can be obtained from me, 'Hamburg 23). 

For births in March or November, the years and the solar arc would have 
the same number of degrees/ in January and July, the sun already loses 26°' 
with 10 years a n d  danger, so the solar arc must be used to determine the 
time. 

From the order of the aspects of the radix planets urid of the aspects of 
the mirror points it appears that always those planets together indicate the 
event, which are in approximately the same degrees. 
stand.  Thus .bl with o0 43' and 0 with o0 26' together every I 5 years. 
The solar arcs would have an effect in the 1st, in the 6th, in the 31st, in the 
61st, etc., if the solar arcs were to coincide with the annual arcs. The arc of the 
year n is the usual way of calculating 1 1 year. 

It actskteri at marriage with the 0 arc 22° 22', 8 211:> 58', X22015', 't' 
22°57, and in the mirror points also 't' 22°03', X 22°45' and 0 23° 02'. 

0 d' is the spouse, so the associated planets must be 
1J and 't1 give the partner with :J). The sensitive point0 d ' (spouse) or also 'f: d' 
8 indicates, the VII house of the earth set to the 0, the new d' state in 
conjunction with 0 and is 4°38' :m in a with 
the current d' 30 I 0' :m.  The sensitive point 0 d ' - X . shows the own person as 
spouse. and is the point as many degrees from the 
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tlalth - of the sum of G; and d" removed like the X. House from the half. 

0 d" - X. = 27° 23' 'T' in cf with 1j 25° 42' 'T' and cf <;! 25°27' 'T' 
Jaufend. There are still the points 0 d :J) and 0 d <;!, 

0 d' -J ) and 0c3 ' - <;! considered, which were drawn by' the running 
pla netes. 

The aim is to recurring events, ...modified 
by the planets in progress...  - 

If the radix planets stand in sharp aspects to each other, &o they act in 
connection: Thus here and 0, c3' and 2l-, 
-0and X, :J) and 1j are closely related. 

In charts in which the 'planets are more clustered in their aspects, one will 
readily see the rhythmic recurrence of the 

-detect events. - 

1st a planet enclosed in the order of two .others, both- act on the middle one, 
here <;? is between 't' and 1j, 

:J) between d' and 1j. The two planets d" and ? gave . at the 
:Ho.ch time of daughter this event, draw by0lfd . cf c3' / 1j. 

(To be continued.) 
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The evaluation of the earth horoscope and the 

drawing of its serisitive points. 
From A. Witte, Hamburg. 

As already mentioned, the meridian plane ®-Z and the aquator plane are 
mirror planes of the earth chart, these two !asses 7 mirror points of a planetary 
position in appearance, so that each planet 
8 times. 

The lines or parallel circles to the aquator, which <emerge from the 
decli nations and <emerge from the rotation of the earth, are conveniently 
drawn in a quadr0ant only. 

The mirror points in Lange must all be determined, or <hole at least 
one, because one point of a planetary position is in its opposition, while 
the other is at the same distance in Lange from the ® point as the radix 
planet. 

If mm a planet advanced, a progressive or a running planet enters one 
of these mirror points, the meridian of the earth is a closed one of the radix 
planet and with one of the mentioned. Even aspects are enough to set the 
planet in action. 

The mirror points to the earth meridian, which have already been 

mentioned, are: 

 023° 02 TTL,  96° 08 Z, lj 20° 57 'ti, 62' 29° 17 =2:, 

J) 50 38 ::z::, o' 3o 20 ""', 0oo 26 ,Q,, X 220 45 I, 
16°47 .:/', 21- 18° 19 ®, 't' 7°03 £=, A 1oo35 rip. 

The first thing to be considered again is the gravitational point of the 
earth, the progressive sun or more correctly the progressive earth in the days 
after birth. 

0 pr. 6° 40 ){. Death ,of father in connection with :", 9 and 't'; 0 r. and Xr. 
0pr.19°50H. Death of the mother " " ,, <'.}Jand* 1j,6'2t=D'2l-/1J. 

The two assassinations of the emperor fall in the same period. 0 pr. quite clearly <lurch J) d ', J) ' t '*,  '.}) and □ 9. 
2° 44 T outbreak of the war,0 pr. 6° 58 1' end of the war, so that this 

 
The advanced planets at the death of Bismarck are:0 l 6° 49 ){, 

0 , V . 0 0 , cf' V. □ J), 9 V- .6. o', 2 ). V. 2)., J) V. 0 cf'. 

At father's death, d' progr. was 18°28 1' D 2l- and 9 20°00 Z, 
J) 21-. The mean of both 19° 14 had a □ to the ascendant radix. At the death of the 

mother was 9 progr. 3° 49cf  '.}), 00, d' progr. 28°2 1' cf /;b. 
 At the outbreak of the war   was 0progr 

 .c? d", '.}) progr.  't', progr.   6 

 ,□ 21-, 9progr . "'" 21-, d" progr. □ '.}), □0rad ,.? progr. 
J) J), 0 progr. * 0 . 

In the case of events in the family and with friends, pay attention mainly 
to the progressive planetary positions of one's own horoscope in connection 
with the radix stars of the other person's horoscope and to the progressive 
stars of the other person to one's own radix positions and their mirror points. 

Z. For example, the progressive stars of Prince Joachim were at the 

18 July 1920, 0 26° 01 Z. d' rad. K. W. J) progr. □ rad. progr. 
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'J Ascendant K . W . d progr. D 'f rad., D X. Mirror point K . W. 

'2l- progr. D l.1 Spiegelp. 0 □ 0 Spg. Qi progr. d '21- rad. K. W. and 
.on the other hand: e 'f progr. of the emperor. □ 0 radix of Prince Joachim, 0 progr. 

□ cf' rad. J. d progr. D '2l- rad. d", progr*. 

8 rad. l.1 progr. D 0 progr. Joachim's. 
'.],6 l.1 rad. ? progr. * 

The progressive stars of Prince Joachim to the radix of the Empress: 0 □0 
and J), J) □ d", ? d ? , d cf 'f, .Q □ ? . Ascendant Di'. 

I always find the above rule confirmed. 
In the present horoscope, masculine persons are represented by 0 and 

11. indicated as n, rf' 0. Fi.ir the event must still be consulted the marriage 

horoscope, because this indicates the events in the family. Now, since n, 
and 0 continuously give the masculine person, so both must be related to 
the marriage horoscope to make the draw w b . - 

It was 1j running 9° 26 np cf 0 9° 04 ){ of the marriage chart; and 
0 running 25° 56 © □ 1j of the same horoscope and 'f running, .Q running 

□ 'f .  )) running d 0 cf 0 the Marriage. 
The earth horoscope generally shows connections with other persons; in 

the case of rulers it also shows their own kingdom and the neighbouring states, 
as well as other events connected with the kingdom. 

To connect the meridian points of the earth © and 'lb with the planets, the half 

sum me, (:0- + ;ianet) is used as mirror 

plane and the mirror points of the other planets of the other planets.
 Thereby the body of the earth is connected with a planet and its 
Effect veteinigt. His relation to the other planet then gives - - 
the mirror point. 

It is 'lb +0 = D 0r, 'lb ; 8  18° 29 'lb, the mirror plane of the 

!Earth body and the body of the born or also body of manly persons. These half 
sums. of 'lb and planets are sensitive points. 

'lb +8 - X specifies the point that is the same distance from the 

Mirror Level 8 has, like the X. House of this, it means the own physical 

connection with the earth and its inhabitants. 

The planet, which is taken as mirror point, is always the new gravity 
point, which gives a statement soil.  It is always subtracted from the sum of 
two planets. The equinoctial points as well as the X. HatJS and the Ascendant 
are treated as planets. 

The difference between the points :0- 0 - X and 'lb X - 0 is that the first point 
provides information about one's own person or X. house. The second point, however, 
provides information about the 0, i.e. about one's own house. 
Body given.  He may also -give his own relation to the father or to other male 
persons.  'lb 0 - X = 29° 43 'lb, :0- X 
- 0 :== o0 17 I, 'f rd. 0° 44 :n:. Death of the father, ? lfd. 29° 58 ® Death of the 

Son Joachim, d" lfd. 29° 10 ® and .Q lfd. o0 37 I. Birth of the Prince 
Wilhelm. 
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If one draws all planetary positions and puts on the paper a degree disk, 

which is rotatable around its center, then always the planet of the paper lies 
together with the -::0- point, .which is subtracted from two, planets, here :0 
planet. 

If the radix positions are entered in ,red, the mirror points to the 
meridian of the earth in griin, then one can bring the Z' of the disk together 
with a planet. Then the planet (griin) with the :0 is added and all other 
griin planets are subtracted from this sum.  The red planets are then added 
to this 
Sum with Z ' griin is added.  It would be e.g. Z' 0 - 0 =:== 7° 24 nv,, 
Z' +0 + 0 = 6° 32_ ®. 

Sun. and Uranus give declarations of war in the case of rulers in the 
earth's horoscope, and stroke in the case of other persons. 

In 1914, the running Q, 8°57 ){ on the death of Franz Ferdinard. on 28 
June and 7° 08 ){ on 1 Aug, the running 0 5° 50 ® on the death of the 
Archduke. 

If you place all the planets in the drawing 'next to each other on the 
Z', or turn the disc so that the planets coincide with the Z' point, then each 
planet with its distances' in length to the other planets gives information 
about its property, about the sign in which it is located in the radix and 
about the house of the natal meridian in which it is located. The house of 
the natal meridian in which it is located. Note then the arc up 
to the planet with which it is conjunct. The position of the 
current planets in relation to the earth meridian gives rise to the new 
positions. 

Z. E.g. in the present n horoscope. 0 set to Z', 0 rad.- in =- 
in the Vth house of the earth, in the XIth house of the natal meridian gives 

information a b o u t  " male children, male friends, 
0 in the sign of the 2i, 2i in the 

IX. House of the Earth and in the Ill. of Birth further information about long... 
Travels, about colonies and neighbours and their correspondence. , 

2i on :0, 2i in the IXth house of the earth in the sign of 9, in the IIIrd of 

birth, and 9 in Ill. Earth house, in the sign of 0 and in the IXth of birth, gives 
information about long and short journeys, about colonies, about letters. 

0 on :0, 0 in the. VIII Earth House, in the sign of ::", in the II of the Ge-. 

hurt and Q) in the second house of the earth, in the sign of 'JJ', in the eighth 
house of birth. The sign of the house of birth gives information about death 
traps, inheritances, hostile people and revolutions. 

IVon Z', IV in the X. Earth House, in the sign of the . and in 

the IVth house of the earth, under the sign of the ii,, ii, in the XIth house of the 

earth, 'under the sign of the 0 and 
0 cf ii, rad, shows one's own person as ruler, as r:f Xradix, es. 

also provides information about his own affairs and psychological experiences. 

A on :!!:, there cf :!!: the I. House of the Earth, gives A skunft iiber 

new- connections, Uber Trennungen und Todesfalle. . 

J) on ®, since the moon is synonymous with the place of birth; for, 
the moon has the same rotation about the earth's axis as the birth-sor( and a 

synodic lunar course is equivalent to a rotation of the Ge 
...is one year... 
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::" on © gives information about women and about the people of rulers, in 

horoscopes of female persons about female affairs. 

- Below are listed some sensitive points of the earth horoscope- The planet 

placed on Z- is subtracted from the sum, or- the degrees missing at 30° are added 
to the radix--. 
The position of the planet of interest is added to all other positions and the 
signs for it are read on the disk. 

 

j0 on Z- J) on © 1j on Z- 0 to Z- X to Z- A on =!!: j Q, on =!!: 

0 
Q) 

 

 
c:J 
'2l- 
1j 

® 
't' 
b6 
X 
A 
:0- 

0° 00 Z- 
17° 24 :!!: 

6° 15 I 
16° 54 nt 
190 42 = 

40 43 'd 
2005@ 

22° 36 'T' 
15° 59 = 
23° 45 6 
0° 17 ./ 

12° 27 }{ 
230 02 nt 

12° 36np 
0000© 

18° 51 Q 
29° 30© 

2° 18 nt 

17° 1? Z- 
14° 41 }{ 
\5° 12 6 

28° 35 :!!: 

6° 21 .J\.. 

12° 53 Q 
25° 03 nt 

5- 30 Q 

27° 55 )( 
15° 19 'T' 
4° 10 )( 

14° 49 
17° 37 

2° 38nt 
0° 00 Z- 

20°31..,.: 
1-3° 54 Q 
21°40© 
28° 12 'd 
10° 28llp 
20° 57 'd 

7° 24 np 
24° 48 )( 
13° 39 Q 
24° 18© 
27° 06 :!!: 
12° 07 6 
9° 29 }{ 

0° 00 Z- 
23° 23 d:!: 

1° 09 :!!: 
7° 41 Q 

19° 51 nt 
()O 26 Q 

29° 43'© 
17° 07 'd 
5° 58® 

16° 37 )( 
19' 25np 

4° 261 
1° 48= 

22° l9nt 
1:,0 

42111' 
23° 28 

0° 00 Z- 
12° 10 :!!: 
22° 45 )( 

17° 33 © 
4° 57 'd 

23° 48 )( 
4° 27 )( 
7° 15 np 

22° 16 nt 

19° 38. 6 
10° 09 nt 
3° 32np 

11- 18 Q 
17° 50 )( 

0° oo 10 
10°35)( 

6° 15np 
23° 39 )( 
12° 30 Q 
23°09 © 
25° 57 :!!: 

100 58 Z- 
8° 20 ){ 

28° 51 l' 
221 14 

0000:!!c 
6° 32 Q 

I.8° 42 nt 
29° 17 ® 

T h e. horizontal - row of a planet gives the spi gel points to the 
Etdmend1an of the vertical column of the same planets.\ 

The arc of two planets added to the Z - point, gives the sensi 
The 0 arc of the born and the progr. 0 sets these points and planets into 
action. , 

The family p.Janeten. are 0 and J ),- here in cf to n , and 0 ; - 

0 : 0 therefore gives the combustion of the male with a female, hence the arc 0 : + 
Z- is drawn by the 0-arc 22° 22' at the grinding, and the sensitive point l; + 0 - 0 
22° 36 'T' shows this 0-arc. Moreover, the arc 0: fl,+ Z- is 23°45 l; 

- at the birth of the former crown prince fallig. 

The running 1j with 25° 42 'T' set off the point 0 : 0 + Z-; the running 0
 with 9° 04 }{ Ioste the point Q) : 1j + :0; the - running 2J. with 
20° 05 'T' set off the point 0 : J) + l; the running 
0 with 1 l O 51 nt released the pun kt J) :0 + Z-. 

The progress.ive 8 'with 29° 20 ::::::: set the X. House in activity. The 
associated planets to0 and '.J) also come into operation, so 
is 1j : 0 + :0 20° 3 I :!!: cf 2j. current and 0 : 1j l; = 9° 29 }{ cf 0 running. 

0r cf )? r, therefore 1j is the husband, 0 + d' is the husband, 
therefore 

here also- 1j + d' the husband, and the wife's husband is 1j + d' - O> 
= 11° 21 I. cf 2J. r I 1° 40 )( ur:id □ 0 running I IO 5 I np, thus the 
Connection of 0, 2j. and 0 justified.  See also marriage of daughter 1j

 d' - 0 = 6° 09 )(, d 1j Ifd. 6° 53 )(, 1j d' - ' .J) 11° 41 )(, 
D d' lfd. 1 0 28 'T', 8lfd . cf d' / r, radix and 0 lfd. d 0 radix. 

The 0-arc begins with birth at o0 :0 and 0° © in the earth horoscope and 
ascends on -both sides upward from the Z- point and 
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falls down from the ®-point also to both sides of the ecliptic. He 
sets the planets in action which have the same arc from each other or 
with the same in aspects to each other, i.e. 90° + 0- bg. and 180° + 0-
bg., 90° - 0-bg. and 180° - 0-bg. 

If two planets form an arc as large as the arc from the Z or ® point, or even 
from the two equinoctial points T' and ¾  to the progressive 0, both planets are 
set in action, thus 'I' : 0 = Z :0 progr.  - 

At the death of the father 0-Bg. 29° 42 the arc IV: 0 + p', 

Q, : Z and 0 : Z put into action.  The progr. 0 with 6° 40 ){ set the arcs 't' : 0 + ;?; 

= 6° 37 H, Q, : 0 + Z 6° 15 H, 0 : + l 6° 15 I and <;? : Q, + Z 6° 51 }( in 
oscillation. The running 0 with 24° 44 )( Joste out the point 0 : J) + Z and the 
point 0 + cJ' - 1j. The point A + cJ ' - 1j was confirmed by the progr. 0. 

The positions of the current planets to the earth meridian ® - Z ' lost 
all sensitive points of the earth horoscope, on the other hand the running 
planets also trigger the independent planetary images of the individual 
planets of the radix horoscope. 

The course of the Earth around the Sun apparently causes the Sun to 
move along the ecliptic. These different positions of the Sun in the Earth's 
orbit are gravitational points of the Earth's meridian for the Earth's 
horoscope. Any point on the ecliptic can be a gravitational point, and this is 
the case for the radix sun positions of all people. 

It is then the arc Z to 0 radix the arc, <;len the sun 
from the 22nd of December, so already this sheet must indicate differences 

of the people indicate In other words, the position of 
the sun in the various signs has a different effect, since the position in 

relation to the meridian plane and the declination are taken into account. 
For the northern hemisphere, the signs T' to np are day signs, for the 

southern hemisphere, the signs ¾  to H, so for the earth meridian 
the position of the sun in the twins is 12-2 o'clock after midday, its 

position in the from 1-15° with 9-10 o'clock in the evening, 
etc., the progressive position of the Sun in Aries with 5-6 o'clock in the 

evening 
significant. 

- The position of the sun in 0° Z is then equal to the midnight hour. 
Afterwards also each Radixplanet had its certain minute, if the planets are 
regarded as differentiations of the sun, and with right, because heliocentrically 
the sun unites in its center the radiations - of all planets and were e.g. the 
Jupiter stood the representative of the spherical zone of the Jupiter in the sun. 
The whole planetary system in the magnetic solar body will be a similar image 
in a reduced form. 

The position of Jupiter at 11 41 )( with latitude as right ascension would 
give approximately the time 1 hour and 13 minutes after noon. The planets in 
the signs Cancer to Scilts would occupy the time from midnight to noon in 
reverse order, and the signs Gemini riickwarts to Capricorn the time from 
noon to midnight. From this one could infer individual planetary hours.  The 
Sun would again dominate the solar arc from the radix Sun to the progressive, 
that is, from 5 o'clock to 10 o'clock in the evening, 0 progr. to 0 radix. 
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Instead of the minute for the position of a planet in the radix, the time of 

the effect is increased by the advanced position of the same planets, and it will 
begin 4 minutes earlier with each year, namely from the advanced position to 
right before the position of the radix. 

About the hours and minutes of the reign of these planets I have not 
yet made any investigations, but about days and years of the 0-arcs of the 
planets. 

. Since the arc of the ecliptic indicates not only hours or a day, but also 
a year, the 8-arc of a planet, radix position to advanced position, can also 
indicate '[age of the year and it even indicates years by the -transition of a 
slowly moving planet. 

Thus, for example, 1j r 9° 03 Q was set at :0- (0-stand radix 6° 58 , 0-
stand progr. 6° 58 T) the stand of the 0 27° 55 )( to 27° 55 Q, i. e., therefore, if 
1j rules the earth, the 0 - arc of the Sun 
is to be found in these degrees and signs, and it has been run by the 1j from the 
day of the beginning of the war to the end of the war 27° 43')( to 27° 31 Q. 

Fiir Detitschland was thus 1j the master of the war and 
? c:? 0radix of the Emperor shows him in fact as the Supreme Warlord, for the 
Lord of the X. House is also 1j, X r = 7° 15 :0-. 

The faster moving planets indicate by their transition over the solar 
arc the duration of the event in days; thus S? and "d" indicate periods of 
love, and in the case of individual leaders the "d" over their 0 arc will have 
indicated the duration of battle in different periods of battle. 

If we now look at each planet in its constellation with the other planets, 
it has strong and weak aspects with them. Strong aspects are the division of the 
circle into 2, 3, 4J 6 and 8 parts, weak aspects are all other angles of the planet 
with the other planets.  The 5-part aspect has a medium effect. 

Each long circle which intersects the ecliptic at right angles and in which 
a planet stands now acts as a mirror plane. The mirror point of a planet stands 
at the same distance riickwarts reckoned from the main planet and d:ese 
sensitive points are reckoned as follows: 
z. For example, if 0 is the main planet, then 0 0 - J) is the mirror point of 
the Moon to the Sun and 0 +0 - o' is the mirror point of Mars to the Sun. 

One finds the positions of all mirror points leiclit, if the degrees of the 0 
as mirror point are increased by so many degrees up to the degrees of the radix 
sun, because -it soil itself the 0 radix with the 

The sign of the mirror point of the sun at :0- is read. 6° 58 + 6° 58, i.e. I 3° 56, is 
added to all the mirror points of the planets at :0- and the sign for the points at the 
mirror points at :0- is read off, if 

the mirror point of the 0 coincides with the position of the 0 radix 6° 58
 on the degree disk. Then all the planets are at the opposite 

distance from the 0 (griin) as the radix planets from the radix sun.
 The 0 is the starting point, on one side are the radix planets 

and on the other the mirror points of these planets to the Sun. 
Since the radix positions are known, only the mirror points to the 

planets are listed. - 
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Mirror points 

 

 to the 0 to the J) zuri1 d' to the 

9 th  
to the 0 to the X to the A 

0 69 58 
19° 341' 

11° 46111' 
24° 22 nt 

16° 22 'd 
28° 58 © 

11° 08 
23° 441' 

22° 10111' 
4° 46 / 

7° 32 l 
200 08::z= 

1° 52 ® 
14° 28ll}l 

 0° 43 }{ 5° 31 ¾ 10° 07 )( 15°55£= 1° 17 A) 25° 37 ® 4° 53 }{ 
9 20° 04 }{ 24° 52 £: 29° 28 )( 24° 14 }{ 5° 16 nt 20°38:0- 14° 58 
a' 17° 16 I' 22°04 ® 26° 40 }{ 21° 26 I' 2° 28 61., 17° 50 £: 

128 10 b' 
21- 2° 15 £: 7° 03 'd 11°39:0- 6° 25 £: 17° 27 'd 2° 49 61., 27° 09 
1j 4° 53 &I, 9° 41 }{ 14° 17 nt, 9° ,03 61., 20° 05 }{ 5° 27 )( 29° 47 l 
0 140 22 £: 19° 10 'd 239 46 :0- ISO 32 & 298 34 'd 14° 56 61., 9° 16 )-( 
't' 20° 59 l 25° 47 ® 0° 231' 250 09 I' 6° 11 61., 21° 33 £: 15° 53 b' 

I7G 23 l,' 28° 35 Q 13°47nt 8° 07 )( bi, 13° 13 :0- 18° 01 61., 22° 371' 
X 6° 41 }{ l 1° 29 ...n... 10° 51 }{ 21- 53 £= l O 35- 16°05)( 7° 15 :0- 
A 24° 31 nt 29° 19 )( 3° 05 }{ 28° 41 nt ,0 

43 
®25° 05 llP 19° 25 1' 

:0- 13° 56 ):{ 18° 44 £= 23° 20 )( 18° 06 )-( 29° 08 £: 14°30:0- 8° 50 

One pays attention first again to the family planets r, and. 0, since in cP 
of 0 and J) radix. At the grinding the laufehdc 0 had the same distance in 
Lange from the radix moon as the radix sun had from it. - 

0 running 11° 51 111'.  The sun running had the same distance as the lt from 
the moon.... 0 running 9° 04 )-( at noon.  The progr. 0 29° 20 - stood in- D to the 0 
radix.  The running n, 25° 42 1' stood in 
□ to the 't' and to the 9 as mirror points to the moon. 

At the death of the mother the 0 progr. stood 19° 50 }{; it was the same 
distance from the0 rad. as the 9 rad. 20° 0-4- >-<. The running moon 18° 08 1' 

was in a with the mirror point of the 0 and in □ with 
the sppct. 0 of the 9 and in cP of the sppct. to the n,. The stood 23° 22 ® in Q to 
the sppct. J) to the n,. The 21- running 4° 13 :0- in o s p p c t . 21- to the 't', etc. . 

At the death of the father 0 arc 29° 42,  0pr.6° 40 }{ she was - a X as 

sppct. to the 0 radix, the running n, 4° 17 Q was in a n, sppct. - to the 0r ., the 

running13°  08 £= in o 0 Sppct. to the 0 r., the running 't' 0° 44 )( DSppct. z. 0 
and D Q radix, 0 lf. cP  rad., the running '6 2° 26 Q. cf 

Sppkt. r]' to the 0 rad., 21- Iaufend 28° 37 nt.  cf A Sppkt. to the. n, 
 radrunningcP Spp,kt. d' ,:!Ur  0rad .nnd 0lfcj . cP
 radix. 

The above evidence should be sufficient to confirm the correctness of 
the theory of mirror points and sensitive points. 

Not only the mirror points listed, but also the planets that are still 
missing, especially the '6, since it indicates connections and separations, act 
like the Ascendant. The :mirror points to the :0- must be listed first as 
fundamental to the whole system. 

.   If each planet of the radix is considered in the context of the others 
. If a planet is set to the :0- point, the planet drawn is the sum of the gravitational 

planet set to :0- and the current planet. 1 
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Z. E.g.: 8rad. + 't' lfd. = 76 42 ®=IV. House rad. 7° 15 ® death of the father. 
J) rad.+ 0 lfd. = o0 24 © = IV. House rad. 7° 15 © death of the mother. 

Q) rad. + 0 lfd. = 7° 22 nt = D0 rad. 6° 58 bl, Death of the mother. 

N1r1n but can also run the sums of the radix planets of 
-are drawn from the planets.  The sums are not drawn from the ram 

point, but from the :0-point, from the meridian of the earth. So 90° must 
always be added. 

Thus0 rad. + J) rad. = 1° 21 :0 and not l°...21 :!!=, at the death of the mother cP 
't' lf. 0° 32 ®, J) + J>rad. JJ J) rd. Q) + n, = 3° 25 ® cf 't' lid. 

In order to obtain all these sensitive points, the Z is always set in 
connection with the radix planets on the respective planet, i.e. Z :0 +- J) or 0 + 
J) - 270° or also 0 + J) + 90° . 

This system has the advantage that one always has to reckon with 
only two planets in connection with the earth meridian. 

It is + d" sex love, or mother and father, the basis of married life.  In 
the\ present horoscope 20° 32 ){ d 

0 progr. Tcld of mother.  c;> + 0 is loving man, but since 0 cP 1j, 
so also c;> + 1j is the same in this horosk-0p = 2° 55 Q cP cJ' lfd. 

-3° IO = at the grinding.  c;> + J) is loving wife, since Q) cP 0, so also c;> + 0 is the 
same = 23° 26 tl cf lf marriage of daughter. 

Some sensitive Pun1'te in connection with the gravitational iebene of the 
earth @ - :0 shall be given hiet. 

The solar arc and the progressive sun can draw, furthermore 'the running 
planets can draw. 

 

1 on 0 j Z aui J) l :0 on 1) l :0 on 0 l Z on IV I ,!):, on A l :!!= on Q, 

0 
:J) 

 

9 
,cf' 

'21- 
1j 

0. 
't' 
Q, 

X 
A 
z 

13° 56 }-( 
JO 20 Z 

20° 11 = 
0° 50 . 
1

 

3° 38-.t5 
18° 39 ® 
16° 0,} np 
6° 32 ® 

29° 55 'T' 
7° -4 l 'T' 

14° 13= 
26° 23 tl 

6° 58= 

r 20\Z 
l O 44 :!!= 

7° 35 I' 
18° 24nt 
21° 02 
6° 01 tl 

. 3° 25 ® 
23° 56 'T' 
17° 19 

25° 05 z 
1°371' 

13° 47 }-( 
24° 22nt 

16° 01 np 
3° 25® 

22° 16 Q 
2° 55 bl, 

5° 43 nt 
20° 44 :0 
l8° 06 }-( 
8° 37 :0 
2° OOnt 
9° 46 :!!= 

16° 18 Q 
28° 28 nt 
9° 03 Q 

6°32® 
23° 56 'T' 
12° 47 )( 
23° 26 tl 
260 14 Q 

tl015nt 
8° 37 :0 

29° 8 :!!= 

22° 31 Q 

o0 17 

Q 
6° 49 )( 

18° 59111' 
29° 34 tl 

14° 13 
Q l O 37 

)( 
20°28© 

JO 07@ 
3° 55 :!!= 

18° 56 I' 

16° 18 = 
6° 49 I' 
0° 12 :!!= 

7° 58111' 
14° 30 ® 
26° 40 :!!= 

7° 15 ® 

26° 23 Q 
13047)( 
2° 38 ri 

13° 17 ® 
16° 05 :!!= 

JO 05 ;o" 

28° 28 = 
18° 59 I 
12° 22 :!!= 

20° 08111' 
26° 40 ® 
8° 50W.. 

19° 25 ® 

7° 41 ® 
25° 05 'T' 
12° 56 )( 
24° 35 tl 
21- 23 
12° 24 nt 
9° 46 :0 

oo l7nt. 
23° 40 Q 

JO 26 Q 

10,5s )( 
20° 08111' 
o0 43 

)( 

The heights of the pure sum, calculated from the Aries point, are 
sensitive points of the cosmic positions of the planets, therefore without regard 
to the Earth's meridian. Such points sina very important and' is mainly the 
passage of the progr. sun, since . these are the 

main gravitational point is to be noted.  It is al o the point o' 1j 

or d" / 1j = 
260 40 

}-( ; 
90 03 

Q = 2° 52 )( and 2° 52 I, 
8 

; 
0
 



= 3° 16 'T'.  The 0 progr. in 1914 stood in this point. 
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These sensitive points actually do not belong to the earth horo skop, 

but they only have reference to the center of the earth and its position to 
the sun radix and progressive. These points are also triggered by the 
planets in progress, the X. house or the birth meridian in progress. The X 
house or the natal meridian in progression is also influenced by these half 
sums. 

The sums calculated from the Aries point now form the 
- Fundamentals of all remaining sensitive points, since from the plane of half sum a 
mirror point must have the same distance as the radix planet.  - 

So 0 + J) - 9 is the point which has the same distance in Lange from J) /0 as 
the 9 radix.  Therefore0 = 6° 58 z:z + J) 24° 2211l 
- 9 23° 52 -l = 7° 28 Z. a X. House rad. 0 + _:J) - 0 = 1° 46 b6 in 
cf [b running 2° 26 bL on the death of the father. 

The first two. Planets give as a sum me the object with its effect in 
half on a thing or on a person. 

Here G' + :J) is the marriage of father and mother, the 0 is the female 
Person because cP :Jl, that is the mother.  The running .Q gave the separation 
because in the radix [6 with 0 forms a D. 

0 :J ) - 1 ), is marriage in relation to a man, = 22° 17 'c5. cf lf. 22° 38 'cJ at 

the daughter's wedding, thus points into the son-in-law. 0 progr. + :J) raclix - 1j 

radix = 16° 40 © in cP with '2l 
running 17° 18 Q9. 

So the 8-arc of the two suns is touched in these sensitive points by the 
planets and '2l-. 

The last point with the progr. sun shows that all sensitive points can also 
be advanced. 

If the radix planets are plotted in -red on a degree disk and the mirror 
points to the Z are plotted in griin and the degree disk is placed so that one 
radix planet of the paper coincides with the planetary position of another radix 
planet of the disk, then the planet outside the disk is subtracted from the one on 
the disk and all other radix planets are then added to this diHerence. 

If one lets a radix planet of the disk coincide with a mirror point to 
the Z, then all other mirror points are subtracted from this sum. 

If the Sun radix coincides with a planet of the disk, each time the radix 
Sun is subtracted from the sum of the planet of the disk and the planet outside. 

As soon as the Sun is the gravitational point, the gravitational point is 
always subtracted, the other radix planets indicate the position of the radix 
Sun of another person. If the progressive Sun of the same person is also in 
conjunction with another planet, the solar arc of this person is equal to the 

arc of the radix planets and these indicate the event with the person. 
If one finds in one's horoscope the difference between two planets equal 

to the solar arc of a person, rotate the disc so that the radix Sun of the disc 
coincides with the first planet, the second planet will then coincide with the 
progressed Sun of the other person, and the Aries point or other cardinal point 
will indicate the planet which is decisive for the event. 
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The mirror points of the individual planetary images also show the 

progressive position of the sun of another person. 
There were, for example, at the gravitational point Sun the mirror points 

of the d' 17° 16 I' and 20° 59 ./ in cf with the progressive suns of 
Hindenburg in the years of 1914-1918, so that with Hindenburg the sun 

indicated the ruler and his own person in connection with the enemies of the 
empire, as d' and in the XII. House of the Emperor and the Sun as 

the gravitational point indicated the ruler of Germany. Here was also the progr. 
sun of the Tsar Nicholas in the year 

1916-1917 in □ des 0 and in cf des ?J. 
Whether the progr. 0 of another person comes into consideration, he knows 

from the planetary positions, if each planet is set on the Z.  The 0- arc or the age 
of the person in question is then at the same distance from the Z on both sides. 

If one puts a paper disk instead of the degree disk on the drawn earth 
horoscope and shifts the positions of the planets out of half standing on the 
paper disk, so that the same planet picture appears, puts now each time the 

Aries point of the disk on a planet outside and draws then all planet positions 
of the disk again shifted on the paper, then the new positions show the sum of 

the plan ten, on which the Aries point put and the drawn one. 
Add to the new position first the planet of Aries and then that of the disc, 

and in this way one obtains the sums of all the planets. The X. The X house 
and the Ascendant must also be drawn. 

Now, if the Aries:point of the degree disk is placed on a planet, that 
planet is subtracted from the totals of the planets each time. " 

The radix and progressedi Suns of oneself and others now indicate in 
total the event with the persons. 

Z. B.: Aries the disc on 0 al!_Berhalb, 0 is the woman, since he is in cf 
from :J) radix, so the sum d' + 9 gives sex love of a 
Woman on. 

cJ' + 9 = 20° 32 I'. - 0 rad. 29° 34 'd = 20° 58 fL cP 21- running 

20° 05 T during the grinding. So also the, running planeter. as- already 
described before, lots out the sensitive points. 

That d' and 9 are possible is shown by the advancedi , planetary positions 
of the woman, 9 v. 7° 40 Z cf X rad. of the emperor and 

cJ' v. 7° 48  cf (i) radix of the emperor and 0 v. 26° 29 )( D cJ' 26° 40 )-( of 
the Emperor. cJ' v. of the emperor l 9° 02 T cf A rad. of the same and J) v. of 
the emperor cf Q rad. of the consort. 

The pun.kt d' + Q - Ji 26° 10 T was taken from the current 
? 25° 42 'T, which indicates the man (in cl 0), and the running Q 25° 27 T drawn.  Q 

+ 0 is the Iiebe.nde man, but in this chart Q + ? is also the same, because ? rad. cf 0 
rad. o' + Q - ? = 11° 29 61.,. □ 't" lfd. 11° 56 'd, the - is therefore drawing out because 
it is in cf with cJ' rad. 

The graphical method described in the previous paragraphs is the easiest 
way to understand the meaning and significance of all the sensitive points. 
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The events with other people from your 
own radix chart. 

From A. Witte, Hamburg. 

In the house system of the Earth, the moving Sun is the point of 
gravitation, for the geocentric angles of the planetary rays are formed to the 
line Earth-Sun. The earth is here shrunk to a point, as it were, whereas as 
the owner of a horoscope it becomes a body <through its own rotation 
about its axis; the point earth in the course around the sun now appears 
again in the house system as a meridian plane just as the birthplace of a 
man in the horoscope of the same. The birth meridian moves once around 
the Earth's axis in 24 hours and passes through all the houses of the 
horoscope. In humans, the course of the place of birth is counted as one 
year, in the system of the earth, the course of the earth around the sun is 
one year. Thus the course of the meridian in the birthplace is one year. 
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horoscope equals a course of the earth, or the earth as the bearer of the 

horoscope owner equals the place of birth, shows IV r equals0 lfd. In the earth 

horoscope o0 :0- is the IV. In the earth chart o0 :0- is the IVth house 
of the earth and 0° © is the Xth house. 

Accordingly, the Sun is in IV on December 22. Since it is not 
Capricorn but the Earth that receives the rays of the planets and <hole 

-If the IVth house is the extended gravitational line from the place to the 
center of the earth, the position of the planets is formed on December 22nd 
in relation to this meridian plane, which results in the annual horoscope of 
the earth. The running Sun now represents the IVth house of the Earth's 
horoscope, and all the houses of the Earth's 
The planets point back with the sun from west to east once a year as far as the 
Stein bock. In the centre of the earth all the rays of the planets are united, and 
in the sun, taken as the centre, all the rays are likewise united. 
so the sun shows in o0 :0, in its earth meridian all rays 

-The arc :0-: 2j. must be added to the 2j. to obtain the sensitive point for the point o0 
:0-. The progressing Capricorn or the progressing Sun, passing through this point, 
li::ises the 2j. The point is '2!-+2!--.:3", :0- as the gravitational point. If 2J. is placed 
on the :0-, the 2j. now arising is the sensitive point and there is then the running 0 in cf 
with the first 2!-. 

In the earth horoscope of a person, i.e. the radix planets brought into 
relation to the earth meridian, the radix suns of other persons give the 
,sonen the gravitational point. To this gravitation point now the own 
Radixplanets are brought in connection, by setting this sun with the own 

planets to o0 :0-, exactly like one from 
-The annual horoscope of the earth calculates the event for the day of the 
running sun, if this running sun is used as gravitation. 

The radix planets of the Exkaiser Wilhelm II are: 

I. 0 6° 58 ? 23° 52 l' 1j 9o 03 
J) 24° 24 11l d' 26° 40 ){ 0 290 34 cf 

13o 13 :0- 2j. 1 Io 41 )( 'f' 220 57 }{ 

Q, o0 43 ){ 

X 7° 15 :C 
A 19°251' 

The radix sun of the Emperor Frederick was 240 03 d:':, then 

,the planetary positions when :0- is set to 0 r B. is set: (.:3" 
of the degree disk) 

2. 0 12° 55 'T' 29° 49 1j 15° 00 :!.'= 62:, 6° 40 cf 
-J) 0°19 d" 2°37)( 0 5o31 i X13°12>-< 

I 9°- IO }{ 2J. I 7o 38 't' 28° 54 cf A 25° 22 )( 

The running planets on the day of the death of the father 15.June 1888 

were: 

3. 0 24° 44 )( i;;? I 70 31 )( 1) 40 I 7 Q, 2° 26 
J) 2° 18 np O' 15° 23 :!.'= 0 13° 08 :!.'= d'+ 1j =19° 40 

- 18°48© 2y. 28°371lt 't' 004411 d'/1)=9050np 
Aspects of the current planets to 2: 
0 cf A, J)0 r ]', 06 , i;? □ , O' cf 0, d' cf n,, O*'  2!-, 2j. □ i;;?, 2j. cf 't', 

it cf 0, n, cf J), n, □ Q,, 0 cf n,, 0 c:? 0, 't' cf d", 't' Li J), Q,□.Q,, cf 0, c:? J). 

For the earth horoscope the sums of both radix suns are 1° 01 np, D 't' Ifd., 

cf Q, rad. and the. Half of the sums, i.e. the cosmic position 0/0=)_5° 31 l'.  □ X 
(2) and c:? ? lf. The lf. 8 was 
c:? - r, the lfd. D A r. Uber den Pun kt d" r. + 1j r. - 0 r. K. f. = 11° 40 ';3' 



went 8 (2) and the □ of the lfd. ; this point is in cf r. 
One's own destiny from the planets-n of another person with one's own 

radix sun is determined as follows: 
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' 
Radixplanets of the emperor Friedrich llI, 

4. 0 240 03 - "- - go 26 d!: 1j 11o 00 np 

J) 15° 18 )-( o' 16° 56-"- I 0 11O 00 = 
7° 51 d!: . 21- 120 45 = 'P 22° 16 :0. 

 

 

 
Q, 18° 16 bl, 

X 20° 49 np 
A 26°32 :1t 

The radix sun of William II 6° 58 with the planets Friedrich IIL at 
0° l; set: 

5. 0 l 7o 05 np 
J) 8°20=. 

o0 53 

np 

10 28 np 
o' 9° 58 np 
21- 5° 47 :0 

1j 4° 02 i 
0 4° 02 i; 

'P 15° 18 l 

Q.11°18© 
X 130 51 bl, 

A 19° 34 

Aspects of the current planets as of 5: 
0 CiJ '.J), J) o , DA, )I( 0, D 0, cf 'P, d" 'f, d" 9_Q,, 0 'f, 0 0 .Q, 

21-0 , 0 , 21- o X r KW, n, on,, Q, on,, 'P □ ' 'P □ , d' 'T rt, ,6. A, d'Jn, o d'- 

From the above aspects, it is clear that the Sun of another person's 
radix is enough to indicate that there is a draw by the current planets about 
the stancle that is being created. 
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The determination of the unknown time of birth. 
I , - 

. By A. Witte, Hamburg. 

If the time of birth is unknown, various methods can be applied, of which 
the simple types are considered here. 
.should be drawn. 

Of a birth on l I October 1873 at Altona the time is not 
known, nor whether they took place in the afternoon or in the afternoon. 

The particulars were as follows: 

Father born 22 Mar 1834, died 16 Jun 1912. 
Mother born 13; November 1832, died 17 Mar -1905. 
First meeting with his present wife at the end of October 1902. 
Engagement 5 April 1903, marriage 6 October 1903. 

Enlisted Sept. 25, 1914, discharged due to illness Feb. 18, 1915. Drafted a 
second time Aug. 1, 1916, seriously ill Feb. 13, 1917, sent to hospital Feb. 

16. 1917, to the replacement battalion 
May 18, 1917, discharged Dec. 4, 1918. 

First the 0-arcs of the events are determined and that from the noon 
position of the 0 ...at Greenwich. Zero... on the 11th 0ct. 
1873 
= 18° 14' o!!:; death of mother = 31 years 5 months 6 days = 1 t 0ct. 
+ 31 days = 42. 0ct. - 31 days = l l. Nov. 0-stand 19° 12' m + 26' 

fiir 5 months and 6 days = l 9°38 m. - 
The difference of both sun positions is the 0 - arc from birth to death 

of the mother= 31°22' t Mtt. 
Death of father 38 years 8 months 5 days = 0-progr. 26° 16' nt + 

4l' = 26°57' m, 0-Bg. therefore t Vt.= 38°.43', encounter 28°59', engagement 
29°27', marriage 29°56', convocations 41°01' and 42853', dismissal 
45016'. 

The planetary positions at noon in Green I on the 11th 0ct. 1873 were: 

0 t8° 14' £= S! 16°09 np 1j 26°12' :0 Q, 16020' 'tf 
Q) 27033- )( cf 28021' I' 1 0 .10003- bl, :)I cf ci",6 - 

29°37'.£= '2j. 19°56'np 't' 27°25'1"' *cf. 

Now consider the horoscope of the Earth's body for the day of the birth, 
the meridian is the plane ®-:0, the Ascendant o0 £=, the Descendant 0° 'T'.  In 
the 'tf in the VIII. The 't' i n  the 'T' indicates relatives, acquaintances, 
marriages. 0 and in the £= indicates drastic events for the person with other 
people, and '2J. in the np indicates love luck in closed societies and deaths of 
loved ones, 
0 in the bl, indicates friends, ci" in the I' indicates the planet, which dominates the 
correspondence with neighbors and the correspondence, J) in the )( in the6 

0 and g i v e s  information about the V... House. 

The ruler of the earth body is cf at the lower "meridian, at :0 in 
conjunction with the J) at the ® point. 

The -Q, in the L. to the ® points casts -on him the worst aspect. 

The cardinal points give us in the distances from the planets 
in 0.:arc events with' foreign perso.ns or. general nature an. 
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Thus d" and J) in c:? at the meridian indicates war people, P, in L to the earth 
meridian death traps of strangers at the 0 arcs of 46° 20' and 43°40'. - 

The planets which most strongly aspect the moon indicate the wife or 
mother. 

Here cf in cP J) would be relevant for the spouse and in the 6 with 
29° 37' cc!!: shows with this arc approximately the marriage. 0 and Q, are relevant 
for the war 1914-18. 

The position of the planets forms at the moment of birth with the 
gravitational point 0 which remains the same throughout life and is 

always connected with the progressing Sun. - Thus the progressive Sun, as 
it advances the planets around the 8-arc, creates new planetary positions 

which, in aspects with the radix planets, set them in action and trigger them 
as the jaufende planets. The advanced planets can also be used as running 

planets with other planets. 
Persons act.  E.g. JJ vorg. cP 1j rad. like J) running cP or D 1j 

rad. of another person; or also show and n, the radix aspect of another person, 
so that one is always connected with other persons in the events through the 
advanced pla nts11. 

In the present chart the Moon must lie between midnight and midnight 
20°36' )(. to 3°30' ©. 

The .Q in the 'c5 shows death trap, therefore P, rad. 16° 20' 'c5 38° 43' = 
25°03' )(. as advanced p., probably in d with the radix moon at the death of the 
father. 

The first position of the P, of 17° 42 )(. at the death of the mother does not 

reach the required lunar position, but it is in □ to 1h and in the XII. Earth 
house. 

The position of the radix moon must first be searched to get aa by 
approximating the birth time. 

The Moon is in application with the "d", so events with female persons 
occur when it enters into conjunction with the 1j and the 't', since 't' is the 
complementary planet of the "d", because cf emits reddish-yellow and 't' griinish-
blue as radiation; furthermore, "d" and 1j are the complementary planets of the 
"d". 

-death or disease. 
There must be aspects of the moon with the 1j and the f 

effective at the time of the mother's death. 
The advanced d" in d 1j rad. with the untraveled 0 arc of 28° indicates 

disease of a female, advanced □ 't' is then 
indicate the passing of a female who was a close relative because 't' in VII 
Earth House. 

Therefore D 't' rad. 27°25' ® - 0-arc t mother = 26° 03' )(. } :J) rad The 
advanced .Q at the death of the father = 250 031 )(. -- 

Both positions thus approximate the radix moon. In the earth horoscope, cf 

and Q in Cf! are in strong relation to each other in the earth meridian, and both are 
important for connections with other persons, P for the family and d for neighbours 

and relatives.  The "t" is therefore the destroyer of these connections. 
't' lfd. t father 22°26' ®, P, lfd. 18015' 1' both D 0 rad. and cP 0 r . 

't' Ud. t nut 5°22' ®, p, lfd. go 28' llP. 

It is now 0 +J) friendship, marriage or parenting. 
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0 ts0 15' ¾ + ::)) medium 25°33' )( = 13°48' z. 
J) current t father 12°®, 0 current engagement- 14°32''T', 0 running 

high 

time 12° 3' ¾ , J) current wedding, 10° 24' 'T', current meeting 
t 9° 11' ¾ cf 0 rad., [6 lf. engagement t 6° 10'--"- . 

And it is 0-J), husband of the wife= 22°42' ® cf 't' lf. t father. 

J) fd. 20' ® Engagement, fm 23044' ¾  and 'h fm 21° 56' Z 
engagement. 

Further, :J)-0 wife of husband. 7° 18' )( cP 2l- lfd. 8°39' l t father, [6 lfd. 
8°281 np t mother, ::)) lfd. 8°04 np meeting, 2l- l f d .  10° 19' >-< engagement, 

and 2l- lfd 8° - = meeting, d' running 90 45' ./' 
Wedding. ' -  - 

The point 5° 22' ® 't' lfd. at the death of the mother is approximately 
the mirror point to the radix moon. 

The progressed 't' meeting 3° 37' ® included with the radix moon the me 
ridian of the earth, so that the mirror point of the progressed 't' at 26°23' )( 
would coincide with the :J) rad. . 

The running 't' of the engagement 1° 04 ® is the mirror point of the d" 
rad. Through both the Ascendant of the Earth, the ¾  point is clasped. 

In the earth chart the Po indicates death traps, the 0 friends, both were 
decisive for the 0 arcs during the war. J) cP d" on the meridian of the earth 
means war people and the d' in front combined with the 0 rad. indicates bloody 
injuries of friends by the war people of the earth. 

d" rad.+ 41°01' and +45016' = 9°22' to 13°37' = in cP 0 rad. 
10°03' 6/, during the war years. 

Since now the J) cP d" stands, so miiBte the advanced moon in 
cf with the 0 rad. give an event. 

Discharged from hospital 0 arc 13°41' to .Replacement Battalion and 
with the Militar. until end of war 45° 16'. 

So 0 rad. - 43°41' and - 450 I 6' = 26° 22')( and 24° 47 )(. 
Both positions confirm the first found moon positions 26°03' )( and 25° 

03' )(. , 
For the I. position 25° 03' )( the time in Greenwich is now determined. 

Noon 10. 0ct. J) = 14°20' )( J) = 14°20' )( 

" 
I 1. 0ct. :J) = 27033, l( ::)) = 25° 03' )(   

Difference 13° 13' 1n 24 hr. as to043' in x hr. 

Calculated with diurnal logarithms 3501' 
- 2591 

910 = 19h 2sm Greenwich. 
fiir Altona +Oh  40 m 

in 
 Altona2
0hosm and fiir the 2nd moon position, 30' each fiir 1 hr = 22h 
tom 

These hours and minutes converted into degrees and added to the 0 
rad. shows as a sum approximately the birth meridian. 

302030- + 18° 14' ¾ = 20°44' 6/, to 21°00- np_ 



The ascendant to both is 6°00'.nt to 26000' lll.. 
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The ascendant is the intersection of the1 earth's orbit with the horizon, 

but the horizon is the circle which has the place of birth as its pole and 
therefore has an arc distance of 90° from the place everywhere. Seiri Mun 
danaspect is the D to the zenith or the place of birth.  The ascendant is 
therefore the worst point of the ecliptic for the born, it is therefore not the 
basis of the destiny but of the destiny, and the lord of the sign in which the 
ascendant lies is not the ruler of the horoscope but the planet which causes the 
greatest misfortune to the born.  The ruler is always the planet which is on the 
meridian of birth. 

The Ascendant and Descendant resemble the .Q,, ?J, the :!!: 

ur1d the 'T' dot, they indicate connections and1 separations. 
Now consider the progressive Suns to see if they touch the Ascendant.  

At the death of the mother 0 was progressive I9°38' nt, it included the :!k point 
with the mirror point of 0 I 9° 57' nt and it cannot therefore be considered for 
the ascendant, because the & point is already the ascendant of the earth and has 

been elicited. . 

The progr:- 0 at the death of the father 26°57' nt may be sc;hon with the 

Ascendants coincide to indicate the event. 

- If now the cl and the :J) filr female are ma6gebend associated with the 
ascendant, we find the 0- arc at the death of the mother as Asc. preg. cf <3' 
rad. and Desc. preg. cf J) rad. denoting betrothal or Mtt. 

d" rad. 28° 21' -t - 31° 22' t Mtt. = 26° 59' nt; both events give 

so the same ascendant with 26° 58' nt and the descendant - around the 0-bg. 
29° 56' of the marriage preg. gives the moon position 26° 54' )(_ 

This ascendant found gives fiir Altona the right ascension of the meridian of 
I I h 33m.  The natal had I at noon l 3h 20m sid. Time. 

11h 33m I 3h 20m = 22h l 3m, in Altona, birth time 
Oestliche Lange - Oh4Qm fiir Altona 

Time of birth = 21h 33m in Greenwich,. 

With this time the planetary positions r d. are calculated and then the 
0-arcs with the correct positions are added or subtracted. 

0 18608'£= S ? 16°02'111' lj 26°12' :0- .Q , 16°20
' \

'b', 
Ji- 26°14' )( d" 28°17' -t 0 10°03' Q X 22°36' 111', 

29°27'-"- '2J. 19°57'111' 't' 27°25'1' A 26°53'nt. 

So 0 18°08' :!k + 38'43' (t Vt.) = 26°51' m-= Ase. lmean 260531 ill 
<3' 28°17' I - 316 22' (t Mtt.) = 26°55' TTL= Ase. f ====== 

J) r 260 14' )( - Dsz. rad. 26° 53' cf = 29° 21' engagement = 29° 27', the r 
29° 27' :!!: shows from 0° :!!: the 8-arc of the engagement and the 
zusammengehoriglceit of J) and in the radix aspects. 0r. 10°03' 

J>r. 26014' )( = 43°49' Hillt into the time of the second discharge from, 
Lazarett to the replacement battalion with 43° 51'. 

Using the tables in Vol. III, the ' natal quadrant for 53° 33' north latitude is 
searched for the ascendant 260 53' nt. 
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At 53°, 26°56' nt = 22°np. "
 ,, ,,26°18'nt=21°t11'. 

o03s : 60- = o0o3': 

x. 

22000'111' - x (OO 04) = 2 lO 56' 111'. 

At 53° 00' = 21o 56' 111'. 

" 54°00' = 23°09' 111'. 

0060' : 1° 13' = 0°33' : z. 

z = 0°40' 

13 

At 54°is27°26'nt = 24°111'. 
,, ,, , 26°47' nt == 23onp_ 

0°39' : 60' = 0006' : y. 

23°00- + y (0°09') = 23\,09'111'. 

21o 56' 111' 

+ 0°40' 

22°36' ll)) = X. House radix. 

22°36' 111' - 0 rad. l0°03' bl.. = 42° 26' Hillt in. the time of the first 
discharge with 41°25' to the second confiscation with 42°53', so that with the 
above 0 arc the 0 rad. stands between X rad. and J) rad. which shows that the 0 
indicates  the connection of one's person with the wife 
.and the people. ' 

There must therefore be the running 0 connection with women, r stood 
October 1902 in 18-19 l with the 0 rad. 18°08' &c, on Ver Iobungs.tage. 25°38' l 
in cf :J) rad. and 22° 1O' l at the wedding. 

The sensitive pu11cts indicate the nearer days <through> the aspects of 
the current planets. 

0+:J) Man and woman gives friendship or marriage. 

0+:J:J-::0 as the IVth house of the earth shows the domestic togetherness of 
the spouses, in this chart 14° 22' T cf C::l l f  engagement, cf0 lf marriage. 

0+ J>-© friendship of man and woman and deathialle of 
Friends and in the l"'amilie-. 4° 19' 111' d d' lfd. 4° 20' 111' am 3 l. Ok:. 
tober 1902. 1 - - 

:0+0-Q:l man dei: woman 21° 54' T □ J) lid. 22° 00'@ Engagement, 
cf i;;?- 22° 00' db on 25 0ct. 1902; □ 'f 22° 26- @t of the father. 

::0 +:1>-0 husband's wife s0 06' 111' o f;b lfd, 8° 28' np. t- of mother, D 
2l- lfd. 8° 39' l. f of father, D d' .9° 45' t wedding, r:? 2l- 10° 19' X 
Engagement, cf J) on. Sunday, October 26, 1902 i;afternoon -first meeting. ' 

By the running 0 2'6° 14' X t of the nut and 25° 00' )( t of the 
Father's radix moon is also confirmed.  - .- - 

0+ Jl-2l- husband 1.}and wife joined by giiick 24° 25' ©, o '.] lfd. 
engagement, D J) Ud: Marriage, D Q, lfd. 24° 42' db and D i;;? lfd. -24° 04' db 

meeting (mean 24° 23' db). 0+J)-2l- in this case also means per sonal preundship or 
marriage, because 2l- .rad. is at meridi n. 

0+Q>-d' .indicates marriage to the particular woman, dl;l d' cf J) rad., 
168 03' T o 'IJ lfd. 16° 10' 'T' engagement and -J) lfd. marriage. 

On October 26, 1902, the lfd :J) also had an o with each other in the 
point 0+:J:J+bb connection of husband and wife. 0+8.l-bb indicates 

separations and 'death traps in the family, as 

Q. in 't5 in VIII earth house, 28° 02' nt 61j lfd. 27° 40°@ t of father and O 1) lfd. 
27° 18' ;lAA'. t -of mother.  1irad. is in the II. house of the Ge 

}urtsmeridians. 
0+:J:J- 14° 55' 111'.  Marriage thoughts (compare ' .also J ) 6 rad). 

D. lfd. 14° 37' 't5 engagement and o. i;;? lfd. -15° 48' 111' wedding. cf. 21- lid 15° 
19' }(_ 
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The rad. 29° 27' :!!: has theengagement in the earth chart with the 0- arc 

of :!!:- point gebra<,:ht, because the point 0+ J)-';;! Love ver 
binds man and woman (love marriage) 28° 20' ® in □ to him stands. 

The cf of '¥ and 21- lfd. at the wedding confirm the conjunction of the same 
planets in the radix in the IXth of the natal meridian, in the 
XII of the earth and in the X of the ascendant. 

The Moon is in the IX house of the Earth, in the VII of the meridian and 
in the VII of the ascendant. 

The progressed Ascendant in cf d' rad. brought the death of the mother.  The 
point A J ) - 76' brought the separation from the mother 22° 07' 'tf in cf with the d' 
lfd. 23° 35' nt on the day of the mother's death. 

The point A- ':JJ Awftauchen of the woman on the horizon 0° 40' np_ cf cf 
ongoing at the rage of the meeting. 

The point X J) personal connection with women 18° 50' l brought in 
cf. with the running 0 18° 45' l on 26 October 1902 the encounter 
with the woman. 

The point ':JJ - X mother of the born 3° 36' :0 in cf with the lf 0 4° 02' ;?; the 
death of the mother, and the point J)- IV 3° 36' ® in cf with the lf 't' 3° _37' ® the first 
encounter, 

The point cf - X. 5° 41' ® brought in cf with 't' lfd. 5° 22' ® the death of 
the mother and with 't' lfd. 5° 57' ®. □ Q, lf. 6° 25' :!!: thewedding. 

* * * 
Another method of determining the unknown birth 

time is the return of the lunar aspects of the radix position by the progressive 
moon with the progressed planets. 

The earth chart is ruled by the d' on the Lower Me ridian :0 and <lurch the 
':JJ on the Upper Meridian®-. 

The opposition of J) and d' took place again between November 9 and 10, 
1873. 

l)he time of this constellation fiir Altona is determined; it is the time fiir 
Altona a certain meridian and it is this me ridian a certain day of a year, if a 
day after birth or a rotation of the - place around the earth axis is counted as a 
year. 

Furthermore, the position of the progressive Sun should be noted for the 
time of the constellations, so that the order of the lunar aspects can be better 
seen. 

J) on 9 Nov 18° 27' ®, d' = 19° 39' :0. difference)) u. cJ' = 1° 12' 

Q) on Nov. 10, 1° 01' g,, cJ' = 20° 24' :0. the time is t. 

12° 34' 0° 45' 
1 2 

 t ;, 0 , - ;; , =0.102 days = 2
: 

  d.X 102= 1,44'X 102 

120 3 45 
=

 0 
2h 27m in Greenwich. 

Ji position l 9° 44' ®, d' 19° 44' :0,  017° 18' nt, 2h 27m Greenwich + Oh, 4om 

3h 07m in Altona. 
This 3h 07m converted into degrees and added to the sun gives 

approximately the meridian and the day for Altona. 

17° nt 47° = 4° :0 and Ascendant 11° 'T'. 
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Since the place of birth makes a rotation around the earth's axis in one 

day after birth, the place must lie in this meridian when the event is Hillig. 

The cl' indicates the woman who is to become a spouse, so this meridian 
must be in the time from the meeting to the engagement. 

The days from the birth day to the event day are increased by the 
progressive days and subtracted from the meridian found, or the 0 arc of the 
event is added to the difference of the 0 rad. and the 0 l!d. and subtracted from 
the progressive meridian to get the X. house rad. House rad. 

On the day of the first encounter, 't' Ifd. in the lower meridian was 3° 37' ® 
and lfd. l 9° 11' :!b □ to the cP of cJ' and :J) progressive.  Thus r:? and 't' rad. have 
been decisive for the event. 

On the day of the engagement, J) lfd. 20 ® stood in d' with :J) progr. and 

<3' running in D with the found meridian 4°-40- . 

So the engagement confirms the progressive cP of J) and cJ' 
in Altona. 

On the day of the wedding, J ) was standing at 10° 24''T' to 20° 'T', running. 

6° 07' :!b1 't' in progress 5° 57' ®;  fd. D 't' fd. confirms the radix aspect 't' r:? 
and J) lfd. the cP of :J) and cl' progressive; fallig in Altona by 't'. 
and - 

The* J) rad, with 't' rad, formed by the progr. planets, falls between the 
7th and 8th of November 1873, so it was falling in the year 1901. 

The 6 J) rad. with r ,ad., formed by the progressive planets again, J) 11° 45' 
61,6 11° 45 l ', 8 progr. 19° 05' nt, meridian progr. 14° :!b, 

falls between the 10th and 11th of November, 1873, the period of the first year 
of marriage. - 

The running 0 of the engagement 14° 32' 'T' and that of the wedding 12° 
03' :!b confirm the progressive meridian for Altona and the aspect J) 6 , 
furthermore the .Q lfd. 16° 10' :!b engagement in the 
Meridian and the J) Ud. l0° 24' 'T' wedding in o0 lfd. engagement, in 
D to the meridian and :in 6 to J) and progr. 

It stood the lid. -'2l- 10° 19' ){ D progr. on the engagement day, the iJ' lfd. 
9° 45' l' d' progr. at the wedding, □ the '2l- of the engagement and □ the J) of the 
meeting. 

The progressive ascendants of the progr. meridians 4° and 14° :a, 

were 11° 'T' and 11° l', which <lurch 0, '2l- engagement, J), cl' marriage, and 
J) Meeting became active. 

Indicated were these planets <by the zodiacal directions of 
0, '2l-, .Q, and ! il. 

An upper view of the progressive aspects with the meridian and the 
ascendant in order of time shows the following positions. 

 

:))60 17° 05'@ 
17° 05' nt 

M. 19° :!b 

J)cPcJ' 19° 44' @ 
17° 18' nt 

M. 4° 

J)D 

M. 

22° 14' ® 
17° 30' nt 
16° 30' ){ 

J)* '2l- 25° 27' ® 
17° 46' N.T. 

M. 18° )( 

A 15° l' A. 11° 'T' A. 19°@ A. 21° np_ 
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J) □ 4' 26° 371 ® 60 10° 361 ./' J)d' lj 27° 02' ® J)cf0 10° 36' bl, 

17° 511 nt 17° 551 nt (:) 17° 551 nt .  18° 22' nt 
M. 22° ® M.  19° g M.  17° SL M.  9° 30'1lp 

A. 16° :!!: A. 5° nt A. .4o nt A. I 18° 30' nt 
J)t, 11°451 66 '.]00 19° 44' SL J)*9 25° 371 .Q, L'.'.'. 21. 12° 361 I 

('.) 19° 051 nt (-) 19° 44' nt20° 141nt 20° 00' nt 
M. 14° :!!: M.  22° )( M. 20 ./' M.. - 10° 111' 

A. 11° ./' A. 24° TI1) A. 27° z I A. 19° rr.. 
J)O.Q 14o4-1- SL,0 I 9° 191 nt, meridian 12° Z, asc. 20 'b'. 

The position of the Sun in the radix must be between midnight on the 10th 
oc(. 

tober 1873 = 17° 451 and midnight of October 11, 1873 = 18° 45 :!!: 
_fL  

lie.  The 0 arcs of the events are added to the I state of the0; 
1..1m to  obtain theprogressive 0. 
 Betweenthis level and the one 
increased by 1°, the event in question must lie. 

0 r. 17° 451 :!!: + 0 arc. Degegnung = t 6° 44' nt to t 7° 44' TTL 
+ 0-arc. Engagement= I 7° 121 nt to 18' 12' TTL 
+ 8-arc. Wedding17° 41' nt to 18° 41' nt 

+ 0-arc. Death Nut = I 9° 071 TTL to 20° 07' nt 

With the trine aspect of the Moon with the Sun the meridian is in 
cf with the radix Sun 19° =<'= and the Ascendant 15° ./ in D 9 rad. The radix 9 
16° TI1) is in the X. House of the Ascendant. So it is the yieving male 0, c ;> _ in 
6 to the '.] to the female and the progr. 0 in cf with the ?J, indicating 
connection in this sense. The progr. ' .] is in D to the 0 rad. and the lfd. in cf 0 
rad. which gives a physical meeting'with a young woman. 

Dahe 0progr. 17°05'nt-8-Bg.encounter28'591 = 18° 06'=<'==0rad 
The progr. c;> is in cf 0 rad. and in the progr. meridian I9° - - The running 9 
was in the meridian with the running .Q in _cf, the running 
Jl was in cf with the 9 rad. soda6 J) and 8 <lurch 9 were connected. 

The rad. cf 4' rad. indicates '<through this the peculiarity of the woman 
and designates her more nearly. 'f lfd. stood in the meridian in 4° ® des- aspect 
of -}) and d', the ascendant to this was in L, progr. 11° I:; this stood 

like him in D 2J. l d. 10° 19' _}( Ve:praise u_nd D)) lfd. Beg nung. 
Therefore, J ) JJ cf m the Z 1t between meeting and engagement. 

The lfd. encounter 19° l l1 =<'= -indicates the Ascendant and the J) 

 aspect .::1l lfd. encounter indicates the. Meridian 
and the J) lfd; betrouqg to the ,'.\szendent. The prow. d' 20 :0 is also in the 
meridian.  - , Therefore,0progr.17°30' nt - 0 Bg.Engagement29° 27' = 18°03:!!= = 8rad. 

The aspect of the progr; stars J*) 21-, love glance of the woman, since 1m 

Radix 2J. cf 9, show the time ,between engagement and . Wedding. 

Therefore G-s::29oiw}29°42' of 0_prog. .17° 461 nt = 1_80 04' :!!! : = 0rnd. 

-  Derlfd . in Meridia_n 18° 451 ./' is the friendship planet(in .Q),. 

1,1nd lfd. 22° 101 
.;- marriage in □ 2j. rad. indicates friendship fiir -the horoscope 

inlfaber. - The lfd. 1j 21° 561 ;g- encounter in the 6 to the 
. Ascendant of the aspect gives the permanent connection (lj in ;g-) with 't'- -. 

; . \ 
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and and with the. d' and Jl, since at' de as advanced'ene planeterr are in 
strong aspects with the preceding ones. These also fiind the death of the 
mother-in-law for the wife. - 

The . four aspects ' .J) D 't', lil6 zt, '.J)c.f 1j and '.J) cf t then brought the 
marriage.  The mean of the suns = 18° 02' Tl1,. 

0 progr. '18° 02' Tll - 0-,Bg. Wedding 29° 56' = 18' 06' = 8rad. per meridian 

of aspect '.J) D 't' 22° ® is confirmed by de ongoing engagement and the 
ascendant 16° is confirmed by u running Q.. 

The progressive 0 standh.t in cf P, rad., dan the connection of man un 
woman through the lfd. 4-0 40' =£= D to the meridian of the aspect '.J)c.f d' 
progressiv. . . 

Jl□0 and '.JlDP,, mean of progr. 0 _ 19° 44' Tll and l 9° 19' Tll =. 
19° 32' Tll brought the separation of the _marriage of the parents and the demise 
of the mother, as 0 lfd. D 't' lfd. D l.fd. and ]) hd. D 21- was. The lfd. 0 26° 
)-( , was in the descendant of the aspect J)D0, the J) lfd. 5° il was in D of the 
ascendant of the aspect Jlc°n,, the Q lfd. 8° 28' np in cf of the me ridian of the 
aspect J) cf - 

0 progr.196 32' 11l -0-Bg. DeathoftheMother31° 22'= 18° 10' =£'== 0 

rad. The mean of the 5 solar positions rad: is = l8° 06' =£'=. 
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However, it does provide very interesting and revealing information, also 
about the horoscopes of the other persons involved. 

But if you only want to use the profection arc, calculate 30° for each year, 2° 40' 
for each month and 5' for each day, then subtract 52' for each year and 1' for each 
week.  The result is the correct chart with which all the radix planets can be directed. 

 

 

Zurn chapter 
l>The Determination of the Unknown Time of Birth." 

In the first double issue of the current volume of the "Astrologische 
Rundschau" there is an article on page 9 to 17 entitled "Die Bestimmung -der 
unbekannten Geburtszeit" (The determination of the unknown time of birth) 
by. A. Witte. - This subject is of great value to every astrologer, especially 
where an exact birth time cannot be obtained, but a horoscope calculation 
seems necessary in the interest of research and science. Therefore 

· many readers will have greeted the cited article with joy in the only too 
understandable hope that they now have a guide to a new type of calculation. 
Without acknowledging the merits of the author in 
<Without wishing to denigrate his work, I must nevertheless say that the 
article, in the sense of a guide, is quite disappointing.  Every independently 
working researcher goes his own way - and no one can, will, or wants to 
prevent him from doing so.  But if he wants to present new unknown ways to a 
circle of readers, the use of which seems self-evident, he may not measure the 
sentences in a pidaric way. If the quoted article fulfills a purpose and 
· If the text is to be of practical use, it should be written in a much more detailed and 
comprehensible manner, even at the risk of increasing i t s  length.  Some readers 

will wonder whether the choppy, erratic, often incomprehensible or ambiguous 
sentences imply a new expressionist style.  Here is just one example of many.  

Page 15, paragraph 8: "The *-J) rad. with 'r rad. formed by the progressive planets, 
falls between November 7 and 8, 1873." What does this sentence soil or want to 

say? A radix sextile formed by de11. progressive
 Progressive planets. What are the progressive planets?

 progressive planets? Can progressive planets form a radix aspect at all? 
 -This sentence is a  nonsenseItmay have validity fi.ir the author 
on<lessen  notepaper, but not flir  others.

 Thesentence is _in reality: "The recurrence of the* of J) rad. with 't' rad., <lrough 
the pre-. 

- ri.ickenden course of these two celestial bodies formed, falls between the 
November 7 and 8, 1873." If one has to interpret each sentence in this way, it 
is a laborious task, not to everyone's taste and not successful for everyone, 
especially if one has no overview of the whole article because of the 
inadequate structure of the individual sections. It would have been much more 
useful if the individual events had been treated separately, in sections. - 

from Astrologische Rundschau, February/March 1922, issue 5/6 
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The author literally says: "Now consider the horoscope of the earth's 

body for the day of birth, ...". "Apart from the strange expressions, which are 
ambiguous in their meaning, one wonders how this can be done, since a 
horoscope has not yet been drawn up or designated (the time of birth is to be 
found first). 
But the author does not give us time to think and continues: "the meridian is 

the plane @-Z, the ascendant o0 &, the descendant 0° T. " Where does the 
author get these numbers? - Surely, he obtained them by calculation," I heard a 
voice.  He had 
a.her be able to tell for what time this calculation was made. But I flatter 
myself to understand something of astrology through the twelve years of 

my studies, and I quickly make the horoscope figure for the day of birth: 12 
o'clock noon, October 11, 1873, at Altona. What do I cla as a result? 

Ascendant: 16° 40' .t, 2nd house: 27oz, 3rd house: 16°){, I0th house:210&, 
IIth house: l4°nt, 12th house:2°.t. - Perhaps Mr. Witte will enlighten me as 
to how he calculated. Since I found two 
calculation errors on the other side, it seems to me that the whole article 
has been worked through quite inadequately. . 

I must also describe the following as peculiar. The author, Mr. Witte, 
without any introduction or preparation, overturns old familiar astrological 
doctrines and rules, and, with a self-understanding that baffles, puts his own 
down, fon:nts words and sentences that are 
have been heard nowhere and remain mysterious in their meaning-. What ' 
should then these designations: Horoscope of the earth body" - "Ruler of the 
earth body (!)" - "Earth horoscope" - "Earth meridian" - "War people of the 
earth - House of the earth". - The author seems to be very fond of the earth, 
probably because he is a - son of the earth. 

Directly incomprehensible remain the designations, which the 
astrological practice did not know so far: "IX. House of the birth meridian, 

XII. House of the Earth,- X. House of the Ascendant, VII House of the 

Ascendant, VII House of the Meridian."' - If the author spoke only of the 
houses of the earth, one might think that he had chosen a somewhat 
inappropriate name for "horoscope" or "celestial" houses. But this is not so, for 
he makes a distinction between houses of the earth, of the (birth) meridian and 
of the ascendant. And to all these not a word of explanation! . 

Then it goes on to say on page 14: " The Ercl11oroscope is dominated by the 
d' on the lower meridian Z and by the J) on the upper meri dian@."  Since when is 
d" the lord of :C,?  To Mr. Witte this is a matter of course which needs no 
comment. - 

Page 12: -The Ascendant is therefore for the born the worst (1) point of 
the ecliptic, it is therefore not the basis of destiny, but of fate, and the lord of 
the sign in which the Ascendant lies is not (!!) the ruler of the horoscope, but 
he is the planet which causes the greatest misfortune to the born (!). The ruler is 
always the planet which is on the meridian of birth. 

. find." - 

So there you have it. The natal lord is clearly the lord of the 10th house, 
and not of the ascendant. Commentary, therefore, is superfluous, for Mr. Witte 
says so. - 
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